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PREFACE
This is the Final Technical Report on the effort at the University
`r
of Alabama in Huntsville in the development of the Infrared Telescope
	
I^	 for Spacelab 2. The PI's at UAH undertook the design, development, and
	
I	 testing required to interface a stationary superfluid helium dewar with
a scanning cryostate capable of operating in the zero
-g environment in
	
lrt	
the space shuttle bay. Other than the PI ' s, a number of others at UAH
	
}	 that had significant roles in the successful development of IR1.. In
particular, John Medlen who was the UAH machine shop foreman, enabled
the manufacture of many unique components which makes up the transfer
	
I	 assembly. All the transfer assembly was manufactured in the UAH shop
e
	
f.	 under the direction of John Medlen.
Thq
 mechanical design of the internal parts of the Transfer
assembly was the responsibility of Paul Clemons, consultant to the
i
UAH IRT effort. All drawings of the Transfer assembly were originally
prepared by Paul Clemons and later modified to be recorded in the
MSFC archives. Many unforseen problems with interfacing with the dewar
and cryostate were successfully solved by designs prepared by Paul.
	 NI'
Mark Tcherneshoff was employed under this effort while pursuing
an undergraduate degree in engineering. His effort was directed to the
assembly and testing of the various components of the IRT. In par-
titular, the MLI insulation blankets required extreme care in the
0
layup. Mark was also reponsible for most of the final assembly of the
Transfer-Assembly.
s 4:
iii	 e
Zvi
The UAH-IRT effort was supported through the MSFC Space Science
	
ff
	 Labo atory under the d rection of Dr. Eugene Urban. A11 of the UAII
	
j • A	 effort was performed w1Lh Ole cluse couPeruLluu :lod .Invaluable inpuL
r.
of Dr. Urban who was involved in all phases of the design development
and testing of the IRT.
Gerald R. Karr
	
John B. Hendricks
t^	
I. Transfer Assembly Development
1. Critical Design Review
A presentation was made on May 21 at the Critical Design Review
for the Transfer Assembly. The presentation consisted of the four
tables attached to this report. Table 1 review * the functions of the
T.A., Table 2 lists the major components of the T . A.,. Table 3 lists the
valve positions required for various operations, ekgd . Tabie 4 lists the
assembly sequence required to assemble the T.A. onto the dewar.
The major results of the CDR was identification of (1)..the need to
provide locks and indicators for valves, (2) the problem of alignment
of the cryostat during assembly, ( 3) the need to determine the maximum
angular deflection of the helix to be allowed, and (4) the need to
determine the impact of design options on the thermal performance of
the system including (a) the location of the transfer tube heat shield
on either the coldest or next coldest shield, (b) the effect of
radiation down the holes for the valve actuators, and (c) the effect
of the thermal shorting of the teflon spacer between the valve assembly
and the coldest heat shield.
2. :major Testing and Fabrication Needs
The following list has been developed of the major tests and
fabrications which are needed for the T.A. development:
a. Porous Plug Assembly
.	
t
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H
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b. Flow Meters
c. Burst Disk
d. Helix
e. Plumbing
1. Valve Assembly
2. Heat Exchanger Manifolds
f. Electrical Feedthroughs at Cold Temperatures
g. Dewar-T.A. Thermal Performance Test
3. .Assembly Sequence of T.A.
The following assembly sequence has been developed for assembling
the T.A. onto the dewar:
A. Assembly Sequence of T.A.
1. Cat dewar tubes and weld conflats
2. Pack MLI around neck tube
3. Attach mount rings
4. Attach outer shell
5. Attach outer (largest) shield tub
6. Attach second largest shield tub
7. Attach transfer line shield
8. Attach inner (smallest) shield tub
9. Attach valve assembly support plate
10. Attach depth probe assembly
11. Attach valve assembly to plate
12. Attach helix to valve assembly
13. Attach fill and vent outer valves
14. Make up internal plumbing
15. Attach cryostat substitute line to helix
2
3
16. Make up electrical connections
17. Attach shield-tub lids
18. Attach dome
I
I
) 19. Attach valve actuator cover.
1
4. Cryostat Thermal Performance Data
t
The data obtained in the cryostat thermal performance tests was
reviewed to find periods during which the system had come to a steady
(
)..
state for known values of inlet temperature and flow rates.
5. Dewar Design Information
The desing of the flight dewar was reviewed to obtain in-
r; formation needed for input to the computer program. The following
information was obtained for the dewar as delivered by the manufacturer:
i
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Radiation conduction
Item Area (i0 2 Area (in)2	 Length (in) Material
Liquid vessel 3200 Aluminum
Liquid vessel neck 7T(9.75)(.12) 9 Fiberglas
support to first heat
shield
Liquid vessel bottoms .437(.05)(2)(3) 1.8 Fiberglas
support to first heat
shield
First heat shield 4119 Aluminum
First beat shield n(9.75)(.12) 3 Fiberglas
neck support to
second heat shield
First heat shield .437(.05)(2)(3) 3.2 Fiberglas
bottom support to
second beat shield
Second heat shield 4606 Aluminum
3
c^
Radiation Conduction
Item Area (in) 2 Area(in)2	 Length(in) Material
Second heat shield '0(10.0)(.12) 3.75 Fiberglas
neck support to third
heat shield
Second heat shield '037(.05)(2)(3) 4.9 Fiberglas
bottom support to
outer shell
Third heat shield 5129 Aluminum
Third heat shield '0(10.0)(.12) 5.75 Fiberglas
neck tube support to
outer shell
6. Transfer Assembly Layout
The attached figures show two views of the plumbing layout for
the transfer assembly. This layout is preliminary and for'planning pur-
poses only. The separate subassemblies are designed to attach to the
three lines which interface with the dewar and the cold gas line which
delivers gas to the IRT cryostat.
The fill-subassembly covsists of:
(a) a flange which attaches to the fill line which penetrates
into the dewar storage volume
(b) a flange which attaches to the fill line from outside the
transfer assembly
(c) a fill line valve which controls the fill process and
seals the dewar after filling, and
(d) a fill line burst disk which is designed to exhaust out
through the outside fill line.
4
^n
The superfluid-subassembly consists of;
(a) a flange which attaches to the line which will bring super-
fluid liquid helium from the helium storage volume
(b) a flange which attaches to the line that sends cold gas
back to oil the dewar vapor cooled shields
(c) a flange which attaches to the helix subassembly
(d) a valve which bypasses the superfluid plug to allow for
additional venting during fill and pump down operations.
(e) a superfluid plug device which will serve as a phase
separator of the liquid and vapor helium, and
(f) a burst disk which is designed to exhaust out through the
two vapor lines.
The helix-subassembly consists of:
(a) a flange which attaches to the appropriate flange on the
H
	
superfluid subassembly
(b) a helical coil designed to serve as a passage for cold
helium gas and as a torsional spring to take up the re-
lative rotation between the helium dewar and the IRT
cryostat, and
(c) a flange or pipe fitting which will connect the helix
exhaust to the IRT inlet pipe.
The three subassemblies can be made up and tested separately and
arranged on a common support for final attachment to the three
-tube inter-
face of the helium dewar and the transfer line to the IRT experiment.
The preliminary layout shows the total package to fall within a 6 to 7
inch radius which is within the limits required in the transfer assembly
design.
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7• Critical Design Review
^f	 The CDR for the IRT was held at MSFC on August 14 and 15, 1979. Dr.
Karr made a presentation on the design of the transfer assembly wl't.i0i
included Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table 1 gives the functions of the T.A.,
Table 2 shows the major components of the T . A., Table 3 shows the valve
positions for the control valves of the T .A., and Table 4 gives the
assembly sequence of the T.A.
A list prepared by Paul Clemons of materials, weights, and supplies
was provided at the CDR and is attached to thin report.
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TRANSFER ASSFMALY WEIGHTS
Part Wt.	 (Lbs.)
Plumbing Assembly 12.98
Helix 2.39
Inside Shield	 .125 Thk/,062 Thk 6.63/3.70
Middle Shield	 .125 Thk/.062 Thk 9.75/5.93
Outside Shield	 .125 Thk/.062 Thk 12.93/8.02
Outside Shell (including cover with Valve Activators) 31.29
Inside Lid .62
Middle Lid •92'
Outer Lid 1.29
Inner Shield Mount Ring .29
Middle Shield Mount Ring .48
Outside Shield Mount Ring .69
Fill Line 1.22
Fill Valve Assembly 1.00
Vent Valve Assembly 1.25
Ferrofluidic Seal Assembly (Estimated) 4.00
Wire Suspension System .10
Insulation (Estimated) 5.00
Mount Blocks (Tube to Manifold) .72
Transfer Assembly with .125 Shields 93.55
Transfer Assembly with .062 Shields 81.89
J
L
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iPLUMBING A.SKMBLY
Part Size Material Co. Name
Tubing .500 dia. X .035 wall CRES
Elbows .500 Tube Size CRES Parker-Hannifin Corp.
2407 Memorial Pkwy. S.
Huntsville, AL	 tl
Tees .500 Tube Size CRES Parker-Hannifin Corp.
Cross .500 Tube Size CRES Parker-Hannifin Corp.
Valves SS-6TW-SW-CU Nupro Co.
15635 Saranac Rd. i
Cleveland, OH	 44110
Burst Disk A-4593-1 Pike Metal Prod. Corp.
7045 10th St.
Blue Springs, MO	 64015	 {
Plug In-House Design of CRES
Aluminum to CRES Transitions -" tube size
1i
Bi-Braze Corp.
4 Railroad Ave.
Glen Head, N.Y. 11545
Vacuum Flange Mini-conflat CRES Varian Vacuum Div. 	 y
954-5139 Rotatable 611 Hansen Way
954-5136 Non-Rotatable Palo Alto, CA	 94303
HELIX
Housing 6 Mount Assembly 	 AL
End Cap	 .25 Thk	 AL
Bearing	 Teflon
Tubing
	
.125 OD X .035 wall	 CRES
Vacuum Flange same as for Plumbing Assembly
MIDDLE SHIELD
Base and Side .062 or .125 Thk
Manifold .50 X 3.0 X .094 wall
I^
(Rec. Tube) Die No. MH-2888
Crossover Tube - same as inner shield
(i Tubing .375 OD X .035 wall
Lid Ring .256 Thk
f! Helix Tube Shield 1" OD X .020 wall
OUTER SHIELD
Base and Side . 062 or .125 Thk
I
I
Manifold . 50 X 4 . 00 X .094 wall
(Rec. Tube) Die No. MH-2891
l^ Crossover - Same as inner shield
Tubing .375 OD X .035 wall
Lid Ring .25 Thk
a¢¢
^P ^
i
15
AL
Mideast Aluminum Corp.
AL
AL
AL
I 
AL
Mideast Aluminum Corp.
AL
AL
1a
r
P
f
	
	 Part
Base and Side
Manifold
Crossover
(I
I II	 Tubing
l Lid Ring
INSIDE : ;WELDRL
Size	 Material
.062 or .125 Thk 	 AL sheet
.50 X 1.50 X .062 wall AL
Die No. MH-2957
.50 X .50 X .058 wall
	
AL
Sq. tube
.375 OD X .035 wall
	
AL
.25 Thk
	
AL
Co. Name
Mideast Aluminum Corp.
Rt. 130
Dayton, NJ 08810
Tube Sales
175 Tubeway
Forest Park, GA 30050
. {
OUTSIDF ;;11ELL
	
J
INSIDE LID
Lid .062 Thk
Valve Guide Tube .312 OD X .049 wall
MIDDLE LID
Lid .062 Thk
Valve Guide Tube — Same as Inside Lid
OUTER LID
Lid .062 Thk
Valve Guide Tube .312 OD X .049 wall
INNER SHIELD MOUNT RING
.75 Thk
16
Part
Base
Side
Flange ( to cover)
Formed Disk
Wire Port Tube
Wire Port Tube
Flanges
Fill Valve Tube
Fill Valve Flange
Vent Valve Tube
Vent Valve Flange
Ferrofluidic Seal
Ball
Size
.375 Thk plate
.125 Thk
.375 .Thk
.125 Thk
1.50 OD X .125 wall
.25 Thk
2.00 OD X .125 wail
.25 Thk
4.00 OD X .125 wall
.25 Thk
3.00 dia. X .75 Thk
Co. Name
1 it
M
u^
1
i	 ^
Material
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
Fit
17
MTDOLF. S11TF.I.1) M01INT RTN.G
Part Size Material Co. Name
.75 Thk AL
' OUTSIDE SHIELD MOUNT RING
.75 Thk AL i
a^
1
1
l FILL LINE
i	 Tube .500 OD X .035 wall CRES
t	 Flange - Same as other Varian Flanges
FILL VALVE ASSEMBLY
,j	 Valve CV9-84-5W1 (Part No.) ORES Cryolab
Box 6003	 Jtl
f
Los Osos, CA	 93402
Flange to Outer Shell	 . 25 Thk CRES
Flange
'^
on line - Same as other Varian Flanges
Tubing .500 OD x .035 wall CRES
1
rI
CI .VENT VALVE ASSEMBLY_
^K •"
Valve - Same as on Fill Valve Assembly
EFlange to outer shell	 .50 Thk CRES
t
sl	
Flange on line - Same as other Varian Flangesip	 Tubing . 500 OD x .035 wall CRES I
FERROFLUIDIC SEAL ASSEMBLY
Ferrofluidic Seal - per UAH drawings j
Bellows	 - TBD
Flange to Outside Shell . 25 Thk	 ORES
MOUNT BLOCK
Tub to Vent Manifold	 . 25 Thk CRES
TUBES INTO DEWAR
.50 OD x .065 wall	 CRES
 other Varian Flanges
LINE INTERCONNECTS BETWEEN SHIELDS
Cajon VCR Vacuum Coupling
Part No. SS -4-VCR-1	 CRES
Part No. SS-4-VCR-1 CRES
Part No. SS-4-VCR-3 CRES
Part No. CU-4-VCR-2 CRES
1
(1
h!
i
I	 Part
I
Wire
F
Screw
((	 Screw Plate
l
i
Dewar Support 
^Ir
Flanges - Same as
Y n
Bellows - TBD
r
lJ
Female Nut
C^	 Male Nut
Gland
Gasket
I
F L^
L1
t
WIRE SUSPEN: :1014 SYSTEM
Size	 Material
.030 dia
	
TBD
.375 thread	 CRES
.25 Thk	 AL
(Above parts, except gasket, to be modified)
Co. Name
Cajon Co.
32550 Old South Miles Rd
Solon, OH 44139
II. Cryostat Development
	
I^	 1. Cryostat Pressure Drops
The final design for the cryostat was obtained and evaluated with
	
CI	
respect to the expected pressure drop for flow rates typical of that to
	
`	 be employed fnr the IRT experiment. The procedure used to calculate the
f
pressure drop is the same as employed in the past. (See report for
F1 May 12 - June 11, 1978). The results for S mg/sec and 10 mg/sec are given
	
_	 in the table.
TABLE OF PREDICTED PRESSURE IN FINAL CRYOSTAT
HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN
Cryostat	 Assumed	 Hydraulic Length A e 5 mg/sec	 A n In mg/sec
[feat Exchange Average	 Diameter L	 AP	 P Average	 AP	 P Average
Section	 Temperatures Inches	 Feet	 Torr	 Tort	 Torr	 Torr
K
Inlet to CF	 2.SS	 .22	 1.5	 3.2S-3	 6	 6.505-3 6
CF to 8K	 5.75	 .2S	 .35	 1.92-3	 5.9967	 3.840-3 5.9935
4 U 8K
	
8	 .3073	 4.2	 2.035-2 5.9948	 4.069-2 5.9896	 R
	
E fg	 8K to 60K	 34	 .25	 •,1.S	 1,861-1 5.9745	 3.734-1 5.9489
60K Ring	 60,.	 .375	 4.46•	 2.849-1 5.788	 5:91-1	 5.5755
j60K to 120K	 90	 .25	 .42	 2.679-1 5.5034	 5.909-1 4.984
120K Ring	 120	 -5185	 4.58	 .2766	 S.2355	 .6585	 4.393
4
120K to 230K	 175	 .44	 .25	 .0553	 4.9588	 .1467	 3.735
230K Ring	 230	 .747	 4.65	 .204	 4.9034	 5571	 3.588
230K to 300K	 265	 .44	 . "416	 .198	 4.699	 .6138	 3.031
300K	 4.501	 2.4176
19
2. Plow conditions in cryostat.
Due to changes in requirserds in the nominal was flow rates for
the IRT, the f'.ow conditions at critical points in the croybtat were re-
f:
	
examined. From past reports it has been established that the line between
the transfer assembly (TA) and the cold finger is the most critical sines
t..a tube size of the helix is 1/8" and is the smallest diameter tube in
the complete system. Concern had been expressed over the pressure drop
calculations performed in the past which have assumed laminar flow in this
region. Due to the increased flow rate requirement, the assumption of
laminar flow must be investigated. Consider a 5 x 10-3 gm/sec flow rate
requirement. The mass flow rate is given by
m - OVA
where P is the density, V is the velocity, and A is the cross section area
of the tube. Using the perfect gas law
P - PRT
where R is the gas constant given by
R - R/M
where M is the molecular weight of the gas, the mass flow rate expression
becoues
m - T VA
Solving for velocity we obtain
V -
 
4R/MT
PA
Take as an example, the case for
m - 5 x 10 3 gm/sec
M+4
T - 1.6K
P - 16 ton
Diameter r .105 in
20
0
t^
Fi i
the result is
V a 1.39 m/sec
the speed of sound, a, is given by
83.4
r,	
a 3Tf - J1.67 4 1.6 74.5 m/sec
so that the Mach number becomes
M a	 .0186
k
The Reynolds number is given by
R ' pVd	 m d	 m4	 4510
e u u A Urtd
QThus, we find that the flow is turbulent and not laminar as assumed. The
pressure drop is now calculated for the case of turbulent flow given by
LI
y	 L1P	 1 pV2
`n	 L	 d z
where for turbulent flow
X - .3164(Re)-1/4
Substitution of the appropriate numbers and using
L-2m
we obtain
	
(AP)turbulent	 148 torr
The same calculation assuming laminar flow gives a value of
(AP)laminar  •06 torr
This we conclude that the assumption of turbulent flow should be made and
that the pressure drop should be taken as .15 instead of,.06.
21
3. Cryostat Thermal Performance Testing
After successfully cooling the cryostat to 80K with the LN 2 during
I;	
the night of February 11, transfer of liquid helium was begun on February
12. During a change in dewars on February 13, air or other gases entered
the system which resulted in an ice bui! .d up which eventually prevented
any transfer of helium. The system was then allowed to warm up to
over 100K during the night of February 13 and started Us transfer at
I
9 a.m.	 The cool down, however, was not successful in getting the cryo-
stat temperatures into acceptable ranges.
	 The T.A. substitute thermo-
meter was indicating rather high temperatures in the 10-20K range.
The apparent lack of performance of the T.A. substicute was thought
due to heat leak
	 to the	 cold	 region	 down the pressure tap tube and/or
lack of good thermal contact of the diode thermometer.
	 The system was
therefore allowed to warm up and ii... vacuum spoiled to allow for the
removal of the pressure tap and 	 to	 allow for soldering of the diode to
f the cold region.	 This work was done on February 15. 	 Cool down with
helium began on February 19 at 9 a.m. 	 By 2 p.m. February 20, the
cryos tat had reached 20K but progress thereafter was very slow. 	 The i
test was terminated on February 21 due to . lack of progress in cooling
^
.
I
in the cryostat. j
The thermometers in the T.A. substitute indicated 9.9K inlet temp-
L
f
erature, the NASA installed thermometer on the lower dummy indicated
10.2K while the thermometer on the SK ring indicated 4.45K. 	 The 60K
ring was at 33K and the 120K ring was at 99K.
22
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A solder blockage of the transfer line in Mod II had been discovered
23
__	 c
9
f
The T.A. sbustitute was again removed to provide for repair of a
damaged thermometer and to replace the wiring with low thermal conduct-
ivity wires. Additional MLI was also installed.
Problems in the cryostat thermometry were also noted. The germanium
thermometers that had been installed by the manufacturer were not
operating well. A thermometer at the 8K cold ring which had been
installed by the manufacturer was found to indicate a colder temperature
than the indicated inlet temperatures at the T.A. substitute and the NASA
installed thermometer on the lower dummy telescope tube.
The Mod II version of the T.A. substitute was delivered in mid-
February and testing began while the T.A. was removed from the cryostat.
Leaks were found which required some reworking.
On March 6, another cool down was attempted with the original ver-
sion of the T.A. substitute with the improvements noted above. The 	 i
i
cryostat had reached a temperature of 165K by March 11.
1
The cooldown test using T.A. sub Mod I was terminated on March 14
after it became apparent that the perforrmace of the cryostat and the
T.A. sub had not inproved. On March 26, another cooldown of the cryostat
began using Mod II which had been installed into the T.A. sub earlier.
and cleared prior to the March 26 test. By March 28, the indicated
inlet temperatures in the T,A. sub were near 8K and the lower dummy
indicated 11.7K while the thermometer on the 8K ring was out of range
but below 5K.
The above discrepancies in temperature readings and a review of
our past experience with the various sensors leads to one of the follow-
ing two conclusions:
(a) The 8K ring thermometer is bad and the T.A. sub is limited to
delivery of helium at only 7K, or
(b) The 8K ring thermometer is the only thermometer which is working
correctly and the other cold region thermometers are reading much
too high.
To help answer which of the above conclusions were correct, the system
was allowed to warm up and the thermometers were checked for calibration
by dipping into liquid helium. All thernometers were carefully heat
sunk so that some confidence could be obtained from the future tests.
The T.A. sub performance factors were reviewed which uncovered a possible
heat leik due to a rather high density of MLI in the ferrofluidic seal
region. This was corrected. In addition, it was concluded that the poor
performance of Mod II was likely because the radiation shields of the T.A.
sub were not actively cooled as .hey had been in the Mod I design. How-
ever, rather than returning to the original Mod I concept which required
cooling room temperature helium, Mod I was modified so that the cold
helium from the Helitran was split into two flows, (a) one path which
leads to the cryostat and (b) a second path which cools the radiation
shields. The necessary modifications were completed on April 2.
24
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The cryogenic testing of the cryostat with modified Mod I T.A, sub
began on April 7 with a precooling using liquid nitrogen, On April 8,
the coldest temperature obtained corresponded to 3,7K at the T.A. inlet
and 2.45K at the 8K cold ring while the cryostat vent line was being
pumped on. The fact that the cryostat was colder than the inlet gas can
be explained since the pumping causes the T.A. side to be at a higher
pressure than the cryostat side. The recorded pressures on the two sides,
when referred to the liquid-vapor equilibrium temperature, seemed to
confirrc the lower temperature on the cryostat side.
The thermometer question was answered in these tests since the newly
installed and carefully heat sunk thermometers seemed to agree quite well
with the 8K cold ring thermometer, Thus, the tests led us to choose
conclusion (b) above which means that the T.A. subs were likely performing
adequately all along and that many of our earlier tests resulted in cryo-
stat temperatures at lower than those required. The major problem has
been accurate and reliable themometry instead of T.A. substitute design.
^i	 III. IRT Flow Meters
1. Flow Meter Design Considerations
The two helium vent lines are to have flow meters so the per-
((	 formance of the dewar and cryostats can be monitored. The flow rates are
of the order of 1 to 10 x 10 3 gm see in the two lines which are nominally
r
l	 1 inch in diameter. Assuming that the temperature is about 300 K, the
Reynolds number, Re , will be given by
103
	
pvd
	 2.5 for
	 gm/sec
Re	 u	 { 25.0 for 10-2 gm/.tc
The velocity in the one inch lines will be
V
	
it	 9.23 m/sec for 10-3 gm/sec at 1 torr pressure
	
PA	 92 . 3 m/sec for 10-2 gm/sec at 1 torr pressure
The Mach number will be
i.^ M `	 V	 9 x 10-3 for 10-3 gm/sec at 1 torr pressure
yRT	
9 x 102 for 10-2 gm/sec	 and 300 K
L^
at 1 torn pressure and 300 K.
The mean free path will be
uL s .0148 cm for 1 torr pressure and
.499 P	
n 
RT 300 K temperature
Under the above flow conditions, the flow is classified as laminar,
1
subsonic, and continuum.
	
p 1	 Helium gas has a density of 1.62 5x 10 4 gm/cm3 at 760 torr pressure
	
L^	 and 3000K temperature. A mass flow rate of (1 to 10) x 10-3 gm/sec re-
presents an equivalent volumetric flow at standard conditions of 6 to 60
sca /sec or 360 to 3600 scc/min, respectively.
is
'Dushman b Lafferty, Scientific Foundations of Vacuum Technique, 1962,
John Wiley 6 Sons, Inc.
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The conditions described above arc unusual for most flow meter
t applications.	 The low density and low Reynold ' s in particular make this
flow non-standard for the pt .rpose of flow meter design.
	 Flow meters
work on the basic principle that the pressure drop generated by the
flow meter element is proportional to the square of the velocity of the
€
fluid.	 Thus, the flow velocity is determined by measuring the pressure
i
drop.	 The pressure and temperature are also measured which, coupled with
d the velocity measurement, provide sufficent information to determine
L_1 the mass .flow rate.	 Flow meter design considerations include the magna-
.
tude of pressure drop expected, the magnitude of the pressure, and the
temperature range of interest.	 For the IRT application, the pressure drop
will be of the order of 1 tors as will the absolute pressure.
	 The tempera-
ture will be near 300 K.
The magnitude of the pressure drop is governed by the design of
the flow meter and two designs were under consideration; (1) the venturi
meter and (2) the orifice meter.	 Both meters can be applied to the IRT
I_I
flow requirements.	 The venturi meter has the advantage of creating the 1
least total resistance to the flow but has the disadvantage of being
(j limited in range and limited in maximum measurable pressure drop of about!,
1
50% of the inlet pressure.	 The orifice meter can be used over a wider
t
range anti produced a larger measurable pressure drop but at the expense
^C of severely restricting the flow. }I
1'
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The flow meter being developed for IRT flows is based on acceleration
Lof a fluid stream through some form of nozzle. The ideal flowrate is re-
lated to pressure drop by applying continuity and Bernoulli equations.
If we assume for now that the flow is incompressible, Bernoulli's equation
becomes
P
P2 	2 (V2 - Vi)	 2
V 
22	
V
	
2(1)
( i	where pI and p 2 are measured at points where the velocity has changed
1.,
from V I to V2 , respectively. Using the contAnuity equation for the change
in velocity due to area changes from AI to A2 is
PVI AI = P V 2 A 2
or	
V2 
1 2 °	 AI 2
Using the above, the velocity V 2 is found
a	
V2 
=
I_	 P (1 - (A2/AI)2
(2)
1
(3)
(4)
0
a
6
t
x
LJ
L3
t
I	 Y 
s	
I	 Using the perfect gas law
I	 i
p ' P RT	 (5)
the expression for velocity becomes
2(Pl - P2 ) RT2
& (
	
V2	
A2	 2	 (6)
a	 P2 Cl- A
I	 [ ^^	 1
The mass flow rate is given by
	m 	 P V2 A2	 (7)
C1
jj
	 P2
1	
m	
RT2 
V2 
A2	
(8)
Thus, the measurement of m requires the values of AP, P 2 , and T21 in
addition to the known values of Al/A2
 and the gas constant R..
The above expressions are all derived assuming incompressible, ideal
flow. In practice, corrections must be made to the above to take into
account the effects of compressibility, friction, and energy changes.
For the IRT experiment, it is proposed to develop the corrections to the
equations from experimental studies of prototype flow meters.
a
One of the disadvantages of orifice or nozzle type flow meters is
understood by reference to Eq. (6). The measurement of velocity is seen
	 II
to be a non-linear function (square root) of the measurement of DP. The
non-linear behavior means the range of flow measurement is limited by a
	
1
factor of the square root of the range of the AP measurement.
29
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2. Flow Meter Design
Flow meters of two different designs were under consideration
t
for possible application to the IRT experimental requirements: (a) a
i
i	 commercial thermal type mass flow meter and (b) a standard orifice or
venturi type meter using sensitive pressure meters. While both types
[	 will impose considerable total pressure loss to the flow, the orifice
^
1
	
	
type meter gives the most flexibility in design and the smaller total
I	
pressure drop of the two types. Both meters are described in attachments.
Attachment A gives the specifications for the Teledyne Hastings-Raydist
mass flow meter. Also included in attachment A is a letter describing
the performance under the conditions representative of the IRT applications.
Attachment B gives the preliminary layout of an orifice type flow
meter which employs a Validyne Corporation ultra low-range-pressure-
j	 transducer, DP 103. The specifications for the transducer are attached
l
	
	
along with the specifications for the CD16 demodulator. A preliminary
layout showing two flow meters using a DP 103/CD16 assembly is shown.
Also provided in attachment B is a memo to Dr. Katz concerning the trans-
ducer and the demodulator.
ATTACHMENT A
Teledyne Hastings Raydist Mass Flow Meter
Ii
[1,
4,
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TELEDYNE	 Specificationi ti  Sheet No. 528HASTINGS-RAYDIST
r1AN i 'rUN. VIRGINIA 23661
	
•	 804) 12365x1
I
Hastings LinearMassFlowmet e.rs
ALU-SERIES WITH LOW PRESSURE DROP TRANSDUCERS
G. H. Crossley & Associates, Inc
<=l
^n ri yrirte4/
3131 MAPLE OR N E
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30305
1404) 261 - 4278
1..-. -:.
4
• PRESSURE DROP FULL SCALE ON ALL RANGES:
LESS THAN .07" H2O 0 ATM PRESSURE
LESS THAN 1 TORR @ 30 TORR PRESSURE
• MEASURES MASS FLOW OF GASES
• IDEAL UNDER VACUUM CONDITIONS
AS LOW AS 30 TORR
• RUGGED MONEL TRANSDUCERS
• RANGES FROM 0 . 100 SCCM TO 0 . 50,000 SCCM
• SUITABLE FOR UF6 & OTHER CORROSIVE
GASES
• OJTPUT: 0 . 1 VDC
DESCRIPTION
Fli p
 Hastings Linear Mass Flowmeters. ALU
Series, are designed for applications requiring
minimum pressure drop. This is particularly
Important in atmospheric sampling applications
and vacuum applications.
The flownleter uses the tried and proven Hast-
ings thermal principle. Gas passes t)lrough it
heated tube and In doing so causes temperature
gracdienls In the wall of the tube proportional to
mass flow of the gas and to Its heat capacity.
i herrnoelectrlc elements attached to the outer
wall of the heated tube sense the char ping teal
per<rt,ire gradients and produce a proportional
elect Ic signal.
The ALU Series has been used successfully for
many years to measure Uranium Hexafluoride
flowrate under vacuum conditions. It has also
been used to measure vacuum purnpir,g speeds
TRANSDUCER
and in atmospheric sampling trains. Large dia
meter sensing tubes also reduce the than es of
tnuling when measuring contarninated gases.
I ransducer and Laminar Flow Elernent are con- 	 t
-eructed of rnonel.
SELECTION CHART
Range	 Indlcator Transducer Lmminar Flow
In AIr	 Model	 Type	 Element Type
U 100
	 'DLO 100	 1) 100M	 -
(1 500	 Al U-500	 0 5001A	 -	 I	 r
:000	 ALIJ I 	 U 1KI'A	 -
0 X000	 ALU-5K	 U 5KM
0-10.000	 At_U-10K	 LI-10KN1	 --	 i
020.000 Al-0-20K
	 IJ 3M	 LU-2M
0 50.000 ALU 50K	 U .3M	 LU-3M
31
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0SPECIFICATIONS:
	
UWGHVAL 
PAC
AIMLS	 OF POOR QU
ALITY
CAUINEI	 AL(Mrante)
NIM PANEL ALU•(range)P
POWER
I t5 volt 5060 h[ r„ 15 watts
`230Volt 60 50 ht e, 15 watts
°Add the prefix "E' to model numper
TRANIOUCfR CAKE
TYPE	 NF- 8-NM	 g ft.
NF-25-NM	 2511.
NF-50-NM	 50 ft.
NF-100-NM 100 ft.
ACCURACY; ! 1% of full scale
PRESSURE LIMITS: 1 torr to ATM
TEMPERATURE LIMITS: 0 to 40 ,
 C
PRESSURE DROP
Less than .07" H2O o ATM pressure
Less than I torr yr. 30 torr pressure
CAIIMATION
Air calibration Is standard
Calibration for other gas optional
OVERPRESSURE
Withstands 250 prig without damage
TRANIOUCIR CONSTRUCTION
All parts In contact with the gas are monel family alloys
REQUEST CATALOG 500 FOR INFORMATION ON
HASTINGS AUTOMATIC FLOW CONTROLLERS,
M I NI-FLO CALIBRATORS. GAS FLOW PROBES, AND
S I ACK GAS VELOCITY METERS,
INDICATOR OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
}	 V	 =°1
Cabinet
Model	 I^
GAS CONVERSION FACTORS FOR
HASTINGS LINEAR FLOWMETERS
(Multi p ly Air 	 by fnnso HaShngs Conversion factors)
'Eminneal data: others Ilrnorellenl
r unvnr'dnP
rnrtr'r Gas
Cen••pNen
fxCl4r
AC[IYIfNI 67 HYDROGEN *1.03
AIR '1.00 HYDROGEN~_ _
AMMONIA 77 CHLORIDE 1.01
HYDROGEN
FLUORIDE
HYDROGEN SULFIDE
-	
------
ISOBUTANE
1x00
y - 'ARGON
-- -
ARSINE
BROMINE
-	 -DUrAtir
DUTENFI
_. _
CARIIONUi0x111[
CARHON MONOXIDE.TR A
CHl.01tINT
CHLORINE
TRIfLUORIDE
1A3
-
.76
,88
30
3A
.'.J3
1 00
'N`I
45
.85
31
KRYPT ON 1.39
METHANE
_.....	 __._^...
NEON
NIT RI C OXIDE
NITROGEN~
•69
1.38
1.00
•1.01
NITROUSOXIDE'_ 75
OXYGENCYCIOPROPANL
	 - -- 57 0.97_ _
P[NTABORANEDI80RANC Sp .15
n•PENTANE ,22ETHANE_	 y	
_
.56
PHOSPHINE 7tf_..__._..ETNCNE
__ •_.
PROPANE •.32 (ETHYLENE) .69
ETNYLOF.OXIDE 60
FLUORINE
_
 83 DIOXIDE_SULFUR
FREON I I .36 SULEt1R ^.-._._ -
FREON 1?	 - '.86- HEXAFLUORIDE .28
.23
FREON 13
TRLON la
,97
4e
' 43
TUNGSTEN
HEXAFLUORIDE
URANIl1M ^'
HEXA FLUORIDE
 2'M1 4
•.22 R VWAFEAPOR__
XENON t :^" iI' 4
Example. I lowmeter U•IKM 01000 stem In air would be
1000 x 23 230 sccm M full scale in UF6.
TRANSDUCER OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
It	 hi
	
N1.1n1rtur rrr
r111NAA
	
I••1 pl•11•vnalr
II'AYIM	 1ANPI M,IIn
II InM	 DA NI'I ha.",
II LISA
	
11-J-NI•I Mnrr
11 101,1A1 I V'NI'i IAnlu
I
I rseMmemyMInN
Is,
I
xColruCtar
4%•
outline on p JM Saner I raurdm ar
nmry 6nn.nar I lox IJonlernr
UJM wtddM 2" M I T M,I.,
U JIA w III JM J• AN IAale
V	 Ai
NIM Panel
Model
All 11'nrun I1.11"Oul en,eld
I ,uumar Ih,w Llnnenls ar*
r nnNm,.prr1 ul MonN
JNIM panel uFlmilleas can he
numnled nn an 8314 - . 19• Lanni
AMTELEDYNE
HASTINGS-RAYDIST
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA 23661, U.S.A.
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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TWX% 710 .882-0086
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. / 	TELEPHONE. (404) 2614279
October 13, 1978
Mr. Gerald R. Karr
University of Alabama
P. 0. Box 1247
Huntsville, Alabama 35807
Dear Mr. Karr:
The following letter contains information pertaining to your interest in
measuring a flow of helium gas at 1 Torr. The mass flow rate is 2 - 6
milligrams of helium per second.
Teledyne Hastings has a low pressure drop gas mass flowmeter that can be
used at 8 Torr. The transducer has a pressure drop of 3.5 Torr.
This flowmeter has been tested at 1.4 Torr. The pressure drop across the
transducer is also 1.4 Torr, causing a 50% drop in the gas flow rate.
I am including budgetary pricing for a flowmeter designed to handle the
range of 2 - 6 milligrams of helium. The prices are as follows:
1. Model ALU-5KX
Range: 0 - 2,000 accm helium
Price: $945.00
2. Model ALU-5KGX
Range: 0 - 6 milligrams helium full scale
Price: $1,015.00
The flowmeters are available in 4 - 5 weeks after receipt of the order. I
am looking forward to working with you and your people in order to provide
a flowmeter that meets your requirements for the Space 'Shuttle.
Sine rely,
^J
D nRis F. Lan
/vk
Enclosure
cc: Mr. . Joe Doetzer - Teledyne Hastings-Raydist
0
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M E M 0 R A N D	 tt M	 October 25,	 1978
TO: Dr. L. Katz
FROM:	 Gerald R. Karr
SUBJECT: Flow Meters for IRT
I
'
	
	 Attached is a copy of the preliminary ideas for the layout of
the IRT flow meters. The flow will be determined from the measurement of
differential pressure across a flow metering device (orifice or venturi)
which will be placed in the two vent lines. The ASME standards for de-
II
	
	 sign of flow meters recommends that the upstream pipe have no turns or
fittings for 25 diameters and the downstream pipe also be free for 5
4	 diameters. Assuming a one inch pipe diameter, at least 30 inches of
straight pipe should be available for the flow meters.
L ,
	
	
The Valid yne DP 103 differential pressure transducer and the
Validyne CD 16 demodulator are recommended fnr the flow meter application.
These devices were used to form the layout and the specifications are
attached.
In a phone conversation with a representative of Validyne Corpo-
ration, I learned that the current prices are:
LI	 UP 103 -	 $368
CD 16 - $341
The connectors provided with the two devices are:
DP 103 - ITT CANNON WK4-22C with Mating Connector WK4-21C
U	 CD 16 -(Tnput)ITT CANNON WK-4-325 with Mating Connector
WK-4-21C
(Output) ITT CANNON WK-6-32S with Mating Connector
WK-6-21C
Since these connectors may not be appropriate for our purposes, 1. suggest
that the appropriate connectors be speciFied so that Validyne can use them
in the fabrication. This change will result in a new price which will
depend upon the connector specified.
The DP 103 Is stainlexs steel construction and is described as
being rugged but there is no vibration or shock test data available. The
CD 16 is completely potted and also described as being, rugged.
... - a
34
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Bsing Validyne transducer
Ii
	
e
l
i
W+1-6.
G
Ur. Katz
Page 2
The thermal effects on the transducer are of two types: (1)
zero shift and (2) sensitivity shift. The zero shift is .Olt/ of and is
repeatable for each transducer. The sensitivity shift is .05%1 00* and is
linear and repeatable.The accuracy of the meter is described as being
.5% of full scale with repeatability of .1% of full scale.
The transducers output is sensitive to accelerations of magni-
tude 4% of full scale per g. for ease o f calibration and check out, it
would be best that the plane of the tr .ist.+cer diaphragm be mounted
vertically. The mounting plate seen in r.h_ layout diagrams should be
vertical.
Not shown in the layout are the two absolute pressure gauges
and temperature gauges Which will likely be mounted in the same temperature
controlled box as the flow meters.
The tubes from the transducer are shown to be relatively short-
in the layout. In practice, we may want to ose longer tubes with appro-
priate connectors for ease of mounting to the flow meters.
CRK /asw
Attachments
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AV V utNUthdYNErP RESSU R E TRANSDUCER
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Features
O
ar
0	 o
• A
Fx.ee(1 ,r•rlly Low Pr r. SsW n nange
Nigh O':erp r e%SU r e Capabilily
Low ArCMera!ton Sq^s(hvily
Arccptd Corrosive L , ':uM ls and Ga ;es Both Sides
F:jual Pr essure In'et Volumes
&
l.:
Description
The DP103 ir. de-^,nned for eviceed ngly low d-Iterentiat
Pressure mea9ureme n t a0Clicahons whnrn h ,qh accuracy
requ ,r ed under rough phy'•, cat environmen!al conditions
With h i ll scale r anges down to '0 01 p, d ('0 7 cmH 2 O). th s
nstrumenr is hPinq used in the measure menl of Very low
Z1f.YL11'.Ci- ^lglst: S--Y^(b4'LC-+r Q11f1ClflWl r. ,r!!: rr cav111es-are ---
r equ- r ed Icr dynam r response Alto used in very small Ieak
delecl , cn and pressure null defection systems
Net-wet acol i c9lion s involvinq corro5ry fiquids rind corrosive
ases am nasty hand l ed as a ll su rfaces n,nosed 10 the merlin
are co(res,on resistant Steel Overpressure, as h,r)h as 11',0 ps'd
will not destrny the d,aphragm and with iccalibralion the
-nslr,jmenf may conlinu r! to be used USnd in conlifncli)n
woh a Val-dyne Carrier Demodulator, a •_ 10 V011 OC oulGut
may be obla•ned for a pressure of t0 01 ps d. The transducer
may be locat ed 1000 feet, or more from the electronics
with no problem
o lr
i f	 ^ l..alr1
fl
I
Specifications
Standard llanges 701	 0'02 005 01	 02.05. 10.5.
- ..	 10 D'. r
Linearity. -?5°, F S	 nf'sl	 l"ne
Hy str!rP S . -	 '	 . C • eee ••n e^rl. r i'nll
Overpressure : 2)0'o FS
	 a•.• Ih leSS tn^ln ' 2'o F S
_ ?'^ Sn f
Overpr­S,ure Limit ^?0 nc 7
Line Pre;:ure: ,..	 :	 Inp'i	 I - , nllnct
InduClanco c?' N ^:^ ^ ^ li	 airn (:rill
Zero f)alanc n .	 a r J	 ., '.1torj ex,:,Inlion
Hated Erc-lah p n 5+I!I
Excllaticn Limits i to 201)(,'0 HI	 30 ,rills im5 
it 20 000 Hz
Sensitivity'. :)"V/V Ir,, tail rr;lle	 nominal
Pressure Media _	 ••n':'. 'a t ' au,rls & Ga',c5
^'-oa t -t e -Mh 17 . 7 Cnf-S 'in•1
S i' i N 0'.^3s (OChonal O ring
Operathnq Temperature /	 1
r	 11Range (' c	 ) 160	 (32°C to 71'0 ►/ r
Thermal Zero Sh lt' :T^•-•
Thermal Sensitivity Shift - ^7 ` :! F	 !
Pressure Cavity Volume* _ . ,r)	7 r.,••.r rnr;l ps ; 57 Cr)
Volum Plr,r 'I	 r ^	 I e inr• h e ; ( C; l ec)
PIPG i11f P Cr) •t n.. f l^n" \li
	
•••11
	
1	 i	 I"'l
Electrical Conn,ct,nn ^(;	 ..	 ' ^"'n r 'L.va nnn l :r In
'3 ' C,lnIe	 ',1?f" , ,) ror•necto'
Site: 1	 1	 t',
Price & Delivery )	 41 -	 .1 .:	 •"^':	 AM)
Replarement Dlnphrnqms 335 00 Avidible Imin	 fork
1
1
1
I
1t
r
It.
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DP103 Differential Pressure Transducer Ultra Low Range
_	
.e	 \^	 I	 O,.	 r.,.rr^	 t	 f	 i^	 ^i
I	 ^	 _
YN ' wl.MINIATURE .`^+'^` ^t^f1' • ==;y^r {^1^+
•	 .uwlru.nrwo coe.o.^.•o•! , 	 CARRIER DEMODULATOR
. %Lid	 it,^!•.a:.^. '-,L.^•'
Features
rnoclootod vjainm power variation
Low outrw mpedan ^r!
,solid
	 rnliahilrfy	 t
R'1^g r ±iM .j pncl4nQ^
h • put/nutpul Isolatum
r
OF POOR QUALITY
Specifications
Li
c
i
T`e CD16 Miniature  Carrier Demodu l ato r . des-fined to
de . ver a 0 . 5 or ft5 VDC output from a Variable Reluctance
Tr;--sCucer and overate from an unrr.qu ! ated 22 to 35 VDC
p^,-. e, A square t%ave excitation of 5kt4z is furnished to the
tr a^Sduce f and the solid state integrated CrrCUrt ampl I er
a^d C° r nodulil!c r conve r ts The hars ,, ucnr signal IO analog DC
r, • :ut Zero and ;v?n adlu;tments are mad( throUg h arCCSS
.n thr! casn
E I eC t , ,,il ly the C016 . a Pun lou r tnrrn.n.fl drvu:e flit, t.tio
o^.tput te rm ina l s Ue-nrl Completely Isol,itind from the Iwo power
i n put term i na l s In addition neither rnpul common or output
comn)on is conrected to rase ground
^.	 r
Optional Feature
;Operation from 12VOC power.
specify C016.649
Input Sensitivity:
Transducer Excitation:
Output
Voltage:
Output Impedance:
Frequency Response:
Stability:
Ripple:
Temperature Range:
Ambient:
Compensated:
Thermal Zero Shift:
Thermal Span Shift:
Power Requirements:
Electrical Connections
Input:
Output:
1ht:
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15 mVlV e y crtal-on rr,nrmum
15Vo Sk HZ square wave
0 OV o r _5 0 VDC into 16K ohm
orralerload
100 ohm',.
:)('--1000H' flit :t 5l'*
0 1 °o/s •jopiy voltar)n change
ho -n - 22 !o ' 35 VDC
1 0 mV peak to peak, nominal
-- 65'i to 250'F
0'F to 160'F
nO5%FS/100•F
_1°a/100'F
-22 to — 35 VOC. 10 ma
nommat
VJK-4-32S(Cannon)
Mating Coneclor
WK-4- 21C Furnished
WK-6-32S(Cannon)
`.toting C,.Jn^orrr,r
:IJK . ii -21C r rrrnSn- 1
5 ounces ivd p (227 r;r.im)
$300. a yarlable from stock
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7.	 Flow Meter Tests
Mr. Richard Norman of NASA/MSFC has performed calibration tests of
w
the prototype flow meter for various orifice sizes. 	 Data was taken for
various values of inlet pressures, pressure drops, and mass flow rates.
The flow meter is designed so that	 ilia measured values of P, AP, and temp-
erature will provide a measure of the flow rate.
	 Ideally, the mass flow
is given by
2pinlet(Ap)	 ^4
A
mideal ^ ^
R T(1-82) P,
f
^ G
where P	 is the inlet pressure, AP is the pressure drop across theinlet j
('^
orifice, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, A is the area of
the orifice, and a is the area ratio given by
A2
where A2
 is the area of the pipe that contains the orifice.
	 In the
calibration tests, the real
	 flew is
I'
value of mass
	 compared to that given
by the above equation in order obtain a correction parameter a given by
r
° real	 ideal
'n
Results obtained from the work by R. Norman are shown in Figures 1 and 2
f
for two of the orifices tested.
	 The results show that a is nearly .7
for the values of pressure and mass flow rates expected for the IRT for
orifice #1 as shown in Figure 1.
	 Figure 2 shows the results for orifice f
ll2 which is found to have a correction of nearly 2.5.
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IV. Low Pressure Transfer of Liquid Helium
1. Superfluid Transfer Tests
The fensihility of transfer of superfluid helium war, tested using
a metering valve at the receiving Dewar. Liquid helium at near atmo:spheric
pressure and 4.2 K was contained in a standard helium Dewar which was
instrumented to monitor both liquid level and pressure. The experimentnl
Dewar contained liquid helium at superfluid temperature and pressure be-
low 30 tort. A transfer line was placed between the two Dewnrs. III--
transfer path into the experimental Dewar was terminated with a val.vu which
was In the 1lquld helium naglon her could b:• controlled oxi'crnnlly. While
pumping on the experimental Wwar coutinu:msly, a trnsfer war: attengrLud
i
In which the warm liquid was introduced into the colder rdgion. The ex-
pansion which takes place at the valve has the effect of voporizing a
fraction of the warm liquid and thereby also lowering the temperature of
the liquid. The increased volume of vapor has the effect of increasing
the pressure in the experimental Dewar for a constant pumping capability.
Using the valve as a control, transfer could be realized while maintaining
the experimental Dewar at approximatel.y a constant equi.librinm lemperature.
As the valve opening is increased, the larger vapor flow results in a
higher pressure and, therefore, a higher temperature. Figures 1. and 2
show example results for two different valve settings.
Figure l shows the results for a relatively small valve opening.
The supply Dewar liquid level fell from 28.8 to 28.05 cm during a period
of 6 minutes. Since the volume of the supply Dewar is calibrated at 1.42
litres/cm or depth, thr_ results show a lor;s of about one litre of liquid
in the supply Dewar in the 6 minute period. The experimental Dewar shows
44
an increase in level from 8.35 to 9.9 cm during the same perind. Since
the volume of the experimental Dewar varies approximately as .324 X/cm,
the 1.55 cm gain respresents a volume increase of .5 litres. Thus, about
one half of the liquid transferred is converted to vapor at the cold end
expansion valve. These results correspond Lo the theoretical expectations.
The temperature of the experimental Dewar is seen to rise from 2.5 to
2.75 during the transfer.
Figure 2 shows the results for a relatively large valve opening. In
this experiment, the supply Dewar lost 4.3 Iltres of liquid in R minutes
while the experimental Dewar gained at a correspondingly faster rate but
at the expense of a higher temperature of the transferred liquid. The
volume of liquid transferred into the experimental. Dewar in this case
cannot he determined because of the .lack of an accurate calibration for the
volume of the experimental Dewars as a function of depth 1yi this range.
It is assumed that approximately one half of the transferred liquid re-
mains as liquid on the cold side.
Attempts were made to transfer liquid at below 2.1 K with no success.
At very low valve settings, the experimental Dewar could be maintained
at below 2.1 K but vanishingly small amounts of liquid could he collected.
It is apparent that a transfer ac superfluid temperature will require
increased pumping capability.
The results show that transfer rates of the order of .l litre/min.
can be achieved using the valve as an expansion valve. The transfer
temperature is above superfluid but considerably below 4.2. The con-
clusion from this work is that The helium Dewar for the IRT experiment
could be topped-off with liquid that is at least below 3 K which will
result in an increased superfluid volume than if 4.2 liquid were used.
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Figure 1.	 Liquid Helium Level in the Supply and Experimental Dewar During the
Transfer as a Function of Time for a Relatively Small Valve Opening.
The temperature in the experimental dewar is also listed as a function
of time during the transfer.
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V. Burst Disks for IRT
1.	 Burst Disk Requirements
I
The transfer assembly requires that two burst disks be used;
one to bypass the plug should the porous material become clogged and one
to bypass the fill line valve should the vent line become clogged.
	 These
11
disks must operate at 1.6K since they will likely have liquid at that
temperature on the high pressure side during orbit.
	 The disks must also
r
4
maintain vacuum tightness and operate at room temperature and high pressure
i
such that may occur during filling operations.
	 A disk made by Pike Metal
1	 1
Products Corporation of Blue Springs, Missouri, was located as a
C^
likely candidate for this application.
	 This company has made such disks
for Ball Brothers and a modification of that disk for use in the IRT ex-
periment is under consideration.
r	
Ci
r 2.	 Burst Disk Specifications
r
i The burst disk under consideration is one manufactured by Pike
C.
Metal Products Corporation, Blue Springs, Misa.-juri.
	 Thos company manu-
factured a disk for Ball Brothers for an application similar to that of
C. the IRT.	 Attachment C contains drawing number A4593-1 showing the disk.
Attachment D gives a summary of the burst disk tes t, program that was
undertaken during the contract period.
. n
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ATTACHMENT C
e
e
Fike Burst Disk
i
{
f
C
U
E
----	
-	 -
F 1
,I
^v
FIKE META'C AODUCTS CORP.
fa S. 10TH STREET
SLUE SPRINGS, MISSOURI 64015
PNOREt 610.979.3405
QUOTATION
University of Alabama
P. 0. Box 1247
Huntsville, Alabama 35807
Fike P 13661
September 25, 1978
Attention: Mr. Jerry Karr
We propose, subject to final acceptance by us at Blue Springs, Missouri, of your order, to
deliver the following items atrices indicated:
CONFIRMATION OF TELEPHONE QUOTATION 9/25/78
C!	 ac Fike A 4593-1
r
Qty. of (2)	 $1,450.00 ea.
Qty. of (4)	 $1,306.00 ea.
Shipment: Six (6) weeks after receipt of order.
See Attachment - Rupture Disc Conditions of Sale.
t.J
ll All shipments F.Q.B. Blue Springs, Mo., unless otherwise specified.
 Terms of payment: 1/10  N/30
Q	 NOTICE:
This Quotation is not an offer subiect to your acceptance but 6 information whip ase order to
in Ufa avert
O rllce Metal Produeta Corp., and such order must be finally ae*af
Final acceptance and deliverrg fdaalse are always subject to atstkm,
of which we do not assume liability for delays reasonably due to s
Bated: Blue Springs, Missouri 9125/78
Our representative in your area
Gaines and Co.
Birmingham, Alabama 35209
FIKEAME,AL PRODUCT CO,gP,
By
3eannie ftstem Asst, Sales Manager
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NOTES FOR PRECEDING DRAWING
1. Rupture Disc, Item (D;
Material: Aluminum
Burst Pressure: 30 Psig + 5 Psig
@ 72°F to Withstand Full Vacuum
1.`	
2. Leak Test: Leak Rate Not to Exceed
1	 1 x 10-7 ATM. CC/SEC. Helium.
3. Identification: Etch or Steel Stamp on HEX. Flats
3.1 Fike
^i
3.2 Flow Arrow
13.3 A4593-1
z
4. Supply Paper Tag Marked as Follows:
4.1 Fike
x
4.2 A4593-1
4.3 Lot No. XXXXXX
1.1	 4.4 25 - 35 Psig @ 72°F
<<	
5. Poly Bag and Heat Seal One Assy. & Paper Tag Per Note 4.
't
r'.
ATTACHMENT D
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UQ 11e VI11Ve1Of AlabamaIn Huntsville
School of Science
and Engineering
January 29, 1981
M E M O R A N D U M
TO:	 Dr. Urban
FROM:	 G. R. Karr yj/	 ' y^
SUBJECT: Burst Disk'9'est Results
The experience to date with tests on burst disks prepared by Fike
Metal Products is summarized In the following:
1. Four burst disk assemblies were purchased from Fike Metal
Products and were labeled by Fike to have a burst pressure of
78-93 psig at 4.20K. Two of these disks were tested at 4.20K
and found to burst at 135 psid. A third disk was burst at
room temperature and found to burst at 48 psid. The ratio of
4.20K burst to the 300K burst was then 2.8. A copy of a letter
I sent to Fike Metal Products is attached and in it I.s a
detailed description of the tests and the test setup.
2. Four replacement disks were purchased from Fike Metal
Products and delivered December 19, 1980. The disks are all
labeled for example as follows
Fike -t
A4593-2
20-30 PSIG @ 720F
Lot No. 133855-1
where the last number in the lot number is 1, 2, 3 cr 4.
Two burst dieiks 03 and ll4) were selected for nsu in the TA.	 !
Disk #2 was selected for a cold burst test which was run on
January 9, 1981. The test setup was the same as used in the
earlier tests (see letter to Fike) except that the rluwar was
sealed so that Lite helium bath could be pumped. A temperature
of 20K was obtained and the burst pressure was recorded to be
115 psid.
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3. A call to Fike Meta] Products was made January 22, 1981 to
learn the manufacturing methods used by Fike and to determine
li	 what tests were recorded which relate to the disks to be used in
the TA.
The procedure used by Fike in the disk preparation is to first
perform a sufficient number of experiments with var.Lous thick-
nesses of formed 1100 ALiminum and/or scoring patterns until they
are confident that the correct combination has been found. For
our particular disks, the diameter was fixed so that only the
thickness and scoring pattern were varied.
After the above experiments were concluded, seven disks were
prepared for the PAII order. Three of these disks were selected
at random and tested at room temperature. The burst pressure
recorded were:
26 psid
26.5 psid
26.5 psid
After the above testes verified that the disk burst pressureC•	 was within the spect.ficnt:ions, the four burst disks were assembled
and shipped to T"W
4. Takingthe room temperature burst pressure as 26 psid and the
20K burst pressure as 115 psid, the ratio of 2 0K to 3000K burst
pressure is 4.4 which is well above that obtained in the earlier
tests.
5. An investigation of material properties of 1100 Aluminum..  as a
function of temperature revealed that a significant increase in
ultimate tensile strength can be expected as temperFieure is de-
creased. A ratio of ultimate strength at 4 0K to that at 3000K
can be expected to be near 4.
CHK/kpw
Attacbment (1)
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Zhe Unimsity
School of Science	 Of Alabama
^	 And Engineering	 In Huntsville
Department of	 P.O. Box 1247
Mechanical Engineering	 Huntsville, Alabama 35807
August 26, 1980
Pike Metal Products
ATTN: Stan Sigle
704 South 10th Street
P. 0. Box 610
Blue Springs, Missouri 64015
Dear Mr. Sigle:
This letter concerns the four burst disks which were manufactured for
jj	 UAII by Pike Metal Products. ins, you may recall, three disks have
,f
	
	 been burst in tests performed by me. Each of these disks is labeled
as to the date of the test, the bursting pressure, and the temperature
rconditions. These are summarized as follows:
1	
Date	 Burst Pressure	 Temperature Conditions
1. Test of Aug. 5, 1980	 134 psid	 4.20K
2. Tc!st of Aug. 20, 1980	 137 psid
	
4.20K
((
	 3. Test of Aug. 21, 1980	 48 psid	 Room temperature 30.1oK
l	 At a temperature of 4.2°K, the burst disks were found to burst at near
135 psid which is well outside the range of 78-93 psi& which is the
labeled bursting pressure. Since I do not know the expected room temp-
erature burst pressure, I am unable to tell if the test of August 21
is within specifications.
In my telephone discussion with you on August 13, 1980, you asked that
I repeat the August 5 test using one of the three remaining disks. The
'	 results of the August 20 tests were then reported to you on August 21.
r	 I then burst a third disk on August 21, as per your instructions, at
L_!
	
	 room temperature. The fourth disk has not been tested in any way and
you asked that I return it with the other three. I understand from our
conversations that Pike Metal Products will burst the fourth disk at
room temperature.
The information gained from the above tests will be used by Pike Metal
r1 Products to manufacture replacement disks for the four units, all of
r t l	 which will then be returned to UAIL at no extra cost to UAll. Since the
burst disks are to become part of an assembly which UAN has contracted
I
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Stan Sigle
Page 2
August 26, 1980
to deliver in the near future, I understand that Fike Metal Products
will try to deliver the completed units within it reasonable time period
of say 4 to 6 weeks. Please advise if this delivery time period is not
feasible.
In view of the apparent uncertainty in burst pressure at low temperatures;
I want to investigate the possibility of obtaining disks with a predicted
low temperature (4K) burst pressure of 65 paid max. rather than the
originally specified 93 psid max. The lower burst pressure would serve
as an additional safety factor due to uncertainty concerning the maximum
probably pressure on the high pressure side of the burst disk. Please
advise me on the possibility of changing the burst disk specifications
on those four disks that you are refabricating for us using the same
holders as used in the original design. If lower burst pressure specifi-
cations will require new holders of different dimensions, please advise
me on the dimension changes required and extra expenses which may be re-
quired of UAH.
In our conversation of August 21, I offered to provide you with a des-
cription of the test set-up used to test the burst disks at cold
temperatures. The steps followed in both cold temperature burst tests
were as follows:
1. Mini-conflat flanges were welded to each end of the burst
disk assembly.
2. Leak tests were performed at room temperature with a vacuum
being pulled on the low pressure side of the disk. (The
low pressure side is assumed to be the side the burst arrow
points. See Figure 1).
C^
3. A leak test was performed at a temperature of 2 0K by first
evacuating the low pressure side and then filling the dewar
containing the burst disk to a level of nearly 50 cm. The
holder used to test the disk was such that when the level was
greater than 19 cm., the high pressure side of the disk would
1.^	
fill with liquid helium. (See Figure 2).
4. The liquid helium bath was pumped on to reduce the temperature
of the bath to below 2°K. The bath level was recorded to be
greater than 19 cm. when the 2 0K temperatures were reached.
5. The disk holder assembly was removed from the liquid helium
and allowed to warm to room temperature.
6. The high pressure supply assembly was attached to the high
pressure side of the disk and the total assembly was placed in
lk	 a warm dewar. The test set-up for the cold burst tests is
shown in Figure 3.
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7. The low pressure side was evacuated with valves V1 and V2 open.
After vacuum conditions were reached, V2 was closed and the
Vacuum pressure was monitored by Pl.
8. The high pressure side was evacuated with valves 14 closed and
V3 opt-n. When a vai•uum was obtnined, nn determined by gauge 113,
the valve V3 wns closed.
9. The dewor was filled with liquid helium to a level of 40 cm.
10. Helium gas was allowed to enter the high pressure side by
opening valves V4, V5, and the regulator valve V6. The helium
gas was forced to travel through a LN 2 heat exchanger to insure
any water vapor or other contaminants were removed. (The
August 5 test did not use the LN trap). The pressure on the
high pressure side was monitored 2by a number of gauges. In the
August 5 test, P2 which has a range of only 100 psi was the
primary pressure monitor. However... 	 the pressure level
reached above 100 psi in the August 5 test, the regulator pressure
P6 was monitored instead. In the August 20 test, gauge P5 with
a re,	of 200 psi and gauge P4 with a range of 1000 psi were
adds to the high pressure side. In the August 5 test, the
regulator valve V6 was the primary pressure control while on
August 20, the valve V5 was added and used as the primary
pressure controller.
11. The liquid helium bath was not pumped on during the burst test
which means that the temperature in the helium bath was at
near 4.2K.
12. As warm helium is allowed Into the high pressure side, liquid
helium should condense in the cold region near the burst disk.
Thus, during the first stages of pressurization, the warm gas
flows into the cold region behind the disk and is converted to
liquid. The warm helium supply was maintained at near 5 psig
(20 poia or 20 psid) on the high pressure side until equilibrium
conditions were reached (approximately 30 minutes).
13. The pressure was allowed to rise at about 2 psi per minute
until burst was reached.
I hope the above description will be of assistance. The four burst
disks have been shipped to you in a separate package.
Sincerely,
Gerald R. Karr
I	 CRK/kpw	 56
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High pressure side	 Low pressure side
Figure 1. Assumed High and Low Pressure Sides in
Relationship to the Arrow Labeled on the Disk
Figure 2. Experimental Set-Up to Perform Leak Test
at 20K.
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1VI. Flow of Helium Gas in the IRT
1. flow Regimes
Helium gas leaves the superfluid plug at pressures of the order
1 to 10 torr at a temperature of less than 2K. This gas absorbes heat
and eventually exits the system at an assumed temperature of near 300K
and a pressure of near I torr. It is estimated that the flow rate should
be of the order of 2 x 10-3 gm/sec in order to provide cooling to the
Infrared telescope cold finger.
Assuming a steady flow of gas through the cold finger with an inlet
temperature of 2K and an exit temperature of 3.5K, the heat absorbed by a
flow of ih n 2 x 10-3
 gm/sec is given by
Q n fi (h (3.5K) - h (2K))
n 2 x 10-3
 gm/s 132 J/gm - 23 J/gm I
n 18 mid
where the value of enthalpy, h, at 3.5K was obtained from NOS Technical
Note 631, "Thermophysical Properties of Helium 4 from 2 to 1500K with
Pressure to 1000 Atmospheres," R. D. McCarty, 1972. The value of 2K
for gas was obtained by extrapolation of the values at higher temperatures
given In NOS Technical Note 631.
Having established a mass flow rate, temperatures, and pressures,
the flow regimes can be found. Since the pressures are low, the possi-
bility of molecular or viscous flow is first investigated. The mean free
path, L. of gas molecules is given by the equation
59
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.499 pva
where Y is the gas viscosity, v  is the average velocity of the molecules
and p is the density. (See, for example, Dushmen and Lafferty, Scientific
Foundations of Vacuum Techniques, Wiley, 1962.) The average velocity is
given by
va - 3 n RT
If the perfect gas law is used to express the density in t rms of pressure
and temperature, the following expresslon,is obtainxd for helium gas
L - 57.25
Using this equation and values of viscosity from NOS 631, the following
table is constructed
A
Pressure Temperature Viscosity Mean Free Path
torr K ,.gm/em-c em
(^
1 300 199 x 10'6 .4148
1
10 300 199 x 10-6 .00148
1 2.5 6.38 x 10"6 4.33 x 10-5
10 2.5 6.38 x 10 6 4.33 x 10-6
U0
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The table shows that the mean free path Is much less than the one centimeter
characteristic dimensions of pipes to be considered in this system. There-
fore, the flow can be assumed to be viscous throughout the system. The
next consideration is to determine if the flow is laminar or turbulent.
Laminar flow exists if the Reynolds number is :ess than 2000. Reynolds
number is given by
R s	
pVd
e	 u
where V is the velocity of the flow and d 1's the characteristic dimension
which will be taken to be the pipe diameter. This can also be expressed
In terms of the mass flow rate & by the following
4ih
Re	
1111—
where we see that the largest Reynolds number will be at the region of
low viscosity and small pipe dlamete-. Since viscosity is lowest at the
low temperatures, the critical regions in the IR system are the helix and
the cold finger which will have the smallest pipe diameters and are below
3K.
	
-'	 using a viscosity of 6 x 10
-6
 gm/cm S as representative of the
values at below 3K and an fi e 2 x 10-3
 gm/S, the following table is
	
f	 constructed.
0
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I
Reynolds Number at Below 3K
d	 Re
I In	 167
} In	 334
6 in	 668
1/8 in	 1336
1/16 in	 2673
1/32 in	 5346
The results show that the flow can be considered laminar throughout for
pipes having diameters greater than 1/16".
2. Pressure Drop for Gaseous Helium Flow
As was established in the previous section, a flow rate of
2 x 10 3 gm/sec is expected to result in laminar flow in the entire IRT
flow •ystem for pipes having diameters greater than 1/16" I. D. For
laminar flow in a circular pipe, the pressure drop along the pipe is a
well known relation given by
AP	 32 u V
L	 D2
where AP is the pressure drop, L is the length containing the pressure
drop AP, p is the viscosity, V is the velocity, and D is the inside
VUUUit diameter of the pipe.	 Since the flow rates in the IRT experiment are
F
r,.r often quoted in terms of the mass flow rate, h, where
1Baumeister & Marks, "Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers," 7th Ed.,
1967.
I& - p V A
am! where p is the density and A is i' -roes section area, the expression
for pressure drop can be rewritten as
AP _	 32 u &
L	 D2 p A
Since pressure and temperature are of more practical importance than
density, the perfect gas law p e pRT is used to obtain the following
PAP	 32 R T U
AL	 n D4
4
where R is the gas constant and the equation for circular area has been
used.
The results show that the pressure drop per unit length in a given
pipe section is an inverse function of the diameter to the fourth power,
an inverse function of the pressure, and directly proportional to the
quantity Tu which is primarily a function of temperature only. At T-
2.78K, tht quantity Tu is 19.9 x 10-6 gm/cm a while at 300 K, the quantity
Tu is 59.7 x10-3  gm/cm a. Clearly, the pressure drop is a nonlinear
function of temperature. The above equation has been plotted in Figure 1
as a function of temperature over the range from 1 . 7 K to 400 K. The
values plotted are for a 1" inside diameter pipe which allows one to
find the value for other diameters by dividing by the diameter ( in incises)
to the fourth power. By way of illustration, the following short table
was constructed using the curve in Figure 1..
H
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TABLE 1
Table of AP/L in torr/m for a Nominal Flow Rate of 2 x 10 3 gm/sec at a
Pressure of 10 torr
Temperature of Flow
Inside Dia.
of Pipe	 2.5	 200	 100	 300
	
1"	 3.6x10 6	 1.6x10 4 2.2x10 3 1.4x10 2
	
"	 5.8x10 5	 2.6x10 3 3.6x10 2 2.2x10 1
	
"	 9.3x10 4	 4.2x10 2	 .57	 3.5
	 j
1/8"	 1.5x10 2	 .67	 9.2	 56.0
The results show the need to increase pipe size as the temperature in—
y
creases in order to reduce the pressure drop.
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VII. Cold Finger Testing Results
1. Cold finger test program.
Calibrated germanium thermometers were installed on the prototype
cold finger with one each at the inlet, outlet, and on the cold finger	 a
body. A small heater made from resistance wire having a total resistance
of 100 ohms was also installed on the cold finger. Liquid helium was trans-
ferred into the dewar on January 15, 1979 and, with pumping, a temperature
t
of near 2.3K was obtained. Warm helium gas was passed through a long copper
tube which was immersed in the helium bath. The cold gas was then intro-
duced into the cold finger and eventually exhausted through a vacuum pump,
The flow rate was monitored by a flow meter placed in the warm helium supply
line.
!.
	
	
The attached figure 2 shows the results obtained, for three heater-power
inputs (0, 15 mw, and 30 mw). The test was run for a number of inlet tem-
perature at a flow rate of 5 x 10 -3 gram sec. The res^;lts show that the 	
1
cold finger performance can be extrapolated to the design inlet temperature
of 1.6K. At 1.6K the cold finger would operate at 2.68K and the outlet
would be 2.28K with a 15 mw heat load. The temperature rise of the gas can
be used to measure the heat absorbed by the gas. The heat absorbed was
I-^
	 found to be comparable to that input to the heater indicating an efficient
heat exchanger. The relatively high cold finger temperature is thought
to be caused by the lack of good thermal contact between the cold finger
body and the heat exchanger system.
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The results obtained in the cold finger tests
	
^i	 are shown in figures !, 4. 5 and 6. 	 Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the
v
temperature at the finger (on a simulated detector block) and at the
	
^r	 I
outlet as a function of the inlet temperature for three different
cases. For Figure 3 the inlet pressure was Meld at 3.5 torr,and the
4	 flow rate was 5 x 10-3 gram/sec and zero heat was applied to the
I	 I
s	 detector block. The results show approximately a .lK range in the
three temperatures during the cool down from 2K to 1.65K.
Figure 4 shows the results for a 6.3 torr inlet pressure, a
flow rate of 5 x 10-3 gram/sec and a heat load of .0079W. As ex-
petted, the outlet gas is abou t . 2K higher than the inlet due to
the heat picked up by the gas in the heat exchanger. The detector
block was forced to be .6K above the inlet temperature due to the
heat transfer resistance between the detector block and the heat
exchanger.
Figure 5 shows the results for an inlet pressure of 3.9 torr,
a flow rate of 2.5 x 10-3 gram/sec and a power input of .0022W.
The temperature differences are, as expected, much lower under these
operating conditions as compared to those employed for the data of
figure A.
Figure 6 shows the results of the temperature increase of the
coolant gas as a fraction of power input to the heater for the
ease of a constant inlet pressure of 3.9 tort and a flow rate of
2.5 x 10-3 gram/ sec. The data are seen to fall on a straight line.
The slope is found to be 12.63 K/mw which translates into an effective
specific heat of the gas of 5 . 05 J/gm-K which compares favorably with
a value of 5.5J/gm -K found in the liturature.
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Piguie 3. Plot of cold finger test resuls of March 1979
for zero poyjer input at 3 . 5 torr inlet pressure
and 5 x 10 gram/sec flow.
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Ftgure 4. Plot of cold finger test results of March 1979 for .0079w
power iri,put at 6 . 3 torr inlet pressure and ) x 10-3 gram /sec flow,
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VIII. DPFAIgn and TnntIng of Ihi- RMatIng Cnnnw • I Ion for IRT
1• Helix Design
Consider a helical spring made of thin-walled stainless steel
such as has been proposed for the IRT experiment. This spring is de-
signed to allow relative rotation of ± 45 o
 between the telescope and the
helium Dewar while also supplying cold helium gas to the experiment. Two
of the main design considerations of the helical element are (1) that the
spring force produced should be small in order to reduce the possibility
of leaking due to stresses in the tube material and to reduce the torque
required to rotate the telescope and (2) that flow of cold helium gas
should be as free of significant pressure drop as possible.
The design of cylindrical helical torsion springs of solid circular
cross section or solid rectangular cross section have angular displacement,
9, for a given applied torque, T, given by 
9/T - k/E I
whera k is the total length of the straighted spring, E is the modulus of
elasticity of the material and I is the amount of inertia of the cross
section about the centroid. The applied torque produces bending stress,
S, in the material given by
S	 k T
(177c -
73
tI
iwhere c is the distance from the neutral axis to the outer edge of the
cross section which will experience the stress S. The factor k is
needed for heavy, closely coiled springs and is near unity for the springs
'	 under consideration in this work. For the tubular cross section repre-
sentative of the thin-walled stainless tube material,
v	 4	 4
Rube	 64 (D - d )
and
(
I	 v	 D4-d4
c>	 32 D
tube
where D is the O.D. and d is the I.D. of the tube.
Choosing a safe maximum cyclic stress of 25,000 psi and the re-
quirement of + 45 o
 angular displacement, the torque and total length re-
quired can be computed as
T	 S (I/c)
	 S 32 D 4 D d4
R
	
	
8 E D
2S
Notice that the torque and length become independent of the diameter of
the cylindrical coil. Table 2 is constructed using the above two equations
for various candidate tube sizes.
k
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Table 2
Table of Spring Torque and Total Tnbe Length for tour Nominal Tube Sizes
Using 25,000 psi as the Safe Operating Stress, 30 x 10 6
 psi for Modulus
of Elasticity, and 450 as the Angular Deflection.
Pressure
Tube D d Torque Total Tube Number Drop for
Size O.D. I.D. for Length for 6 - of Turns 2x10-3gm/sec
(in) (in) (in) S^25,000ps 450 Req. for at 10 torr,
(in-lbs (in)	 (m) 2" C 1.' 1.7 K (Tarr_
1/16 .0625 .0425 .5 29.5 .75 5 9.8x10-2
1/8 .125 .105 2.4 58.9 1.5 10 1.23x10 2
3/16 .287 .167 5.8 88.0 2.2 14 3.6x10-3
1/4 .250 .220 15.4 17.8 3.0 20 1.5x10 3
Included in Table 2 in the last column is the resulting pressure drop
for a 2 x 10-3 gm/sec flow of helium gas at 1.7 K and 10 torr pressure.
The pressure drop at 1.7 K for other possible flow rates or pressures is
easily found from the given numbers as long as the flow remains laminar.
The results show that the advantages of going to smaller tube diameter
(shorter length and lower torque) is offset by the increase in pressure
drop of the smaller diameter tube. The 1/8 or 3/16 inch tube appears to
be the best compromise and gives an adequate flow capability in case in-
creased flow rate is required.
4
M	 9i
1
2. Helix Testing
A prctotype stainless steel helix was constructed by winding
1/8-inch-outside-diameter-304 seamless tubing, having 10 mil wall, about
a 2 inch diameter cylinder. A helix of 20 turns was made and mated to
stainless steel disks at each end. The disks contained an internal
passage which allowed vacuum tenting of the helix. A testing rig was
made so that the helix could be submerged in liquid helium or nitrogen
and twisted by an external drive mechanism. The drive was set to twist
the helix at + 900 angle at a period of about 3.0 sec.
The helix was subjected to over 34,000 cycles at a temperature of
770K at + 900 pe-r cycle. No failure of the helix was found as determined
by leak testing under vacuum conditions. The P-aasured torque at 770K
was found to be 5 in lbs/900 which compares with 4 in lbs/900 measured
at 300K. These measured values of torque compare well with that predicted
by theory.
The helix tests lead to the conclusion that this design will per-
form as expected in the TRT experiment.
76
3. Ferro Fluidic Seal
A rotating, vacuum-tight seal was purchased for testing pu:-
poses from the Ferro Fluidic Corporation, 144 Middlesex Turnpike, Burling-
ton, Mass. The seal is Ferro Fluidic Seal Model SC 1500 (special canti-
levered unit with bearings out of vacuum) having a bore of 1.5 inches,
outside diameter of 3.25 inches, and overall length of 3 inches. The
unit was vacuum tested using a helium leak detector for both the stationary
case and with rotation. No leaking was detected during these tests.
Torque required to rotate the seal was found to be approximately
2 in lbs for rates of rotation typical of the IRT requirements. The
torque was measured while the seal was under vacuum conditions.
The seal uses a low vapor pressure liquid which has magnetic
particles in suspension. The magnetic fluid is forced by ma gnets to act
as a barrier between the high and low pressure regions while also allowing
relative movement of the esaling surfaces. The seals are designed for
rotation rates far in excess of that expected in the IRT application.
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IX. Porous Plug Development
1. Porous Plug Experiments
The porous plug experimental apparatus was prepared by Dean Hart.
The purpose of the teats were to confirm previous test results obtained
at MSFC on the cylindrical plugs. These earlier tests were in question
because of recent results reported by JPL that the cylindrical plugs
could not work as phase separators. Tests were made by Dr. Karr-and
Dean Hart on December 6 which confirmed the JPL results. The cylindrical
samples were unable to serve as phase separators st*- any temperatures
between 1.5K and the lambda ;point.
A .5 micron disk shaped plug was installed in the test equipment
and was found to operate successfully. Tests of the "low-end breakthrough"
phenomena were attempted. The tests were designed so that small AP could
be generated by closing the valve to the pump on the vapor side of the
plug. As the valve approached nearly 100% closing, the liquid did flow
through the plug as had been described'by Mason and Petrac. The valve
used for these tests was, however, not controllable enough to obtain
good data on the exact AP value that the liquid flowed into the tube.
2. Porous Plug
As reported in the above, the rplindrical plugs which
were originally to be used in the T.A. were found to not be acceptable.
Designs have since been made to modify the plumbing to accommodate a
disk type pli.ig. Paul Clemons has &-termined that the maximum diameter
'
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plug which can be accommodated without considerable redesign is about 2".
Based on this diameter constraint, a study is underway to select the best
plug for the IRT system. Plug material is available from Mott Metalurgy
having a dimater of ,about 3 inches, thickness of 14 inch, and pore sizes
of h, 2, and 5 micron.
One of the important requirements for the porous plug for the IRT
experiment is the gas flow throughput.at cold temperatures. The IRT.
plug must have enough throughput to maintain the dewar at super fluid
temperatures before launch. This requirement may be as high as 20mg/sec
with the liquid at 1.6K or 6 torr pressure.
The volumetric gas flow, Q, through a porous plug is predicted to be
a function of the pressure drop, AP, the gas viscosity,U , the-plug area,
A, the plug length, k, and the plug permeability, k, given by
Q 
a 
kA AP
U k
The mass flow, m, is related to the volumetric flow by the following
m - pVA - PQ
where p is the density, V is the velocity. Using the perfect gas law
P=pRT
where R is the gas constant, an expression is obtained for the mass flow
rate per unit area given by
m kPAP
- v
A yJlRT
Based on the above expression, the gas flow rate at 1.6K can be predicted
based on gas flow rate data obtained at room temperature. That is, assuming
that the permeability and gas constant are independent of temperature, we
obtain
79
Imo^ .
R(m/A) 300K
	
All3UU ^^300  1.6 T1.6
(;/A) 
1.6K	 AP 1.6 P1.6 1 300 T300
u
Previous room temperature tests of gas flow of helium through the
plug have revealed the following data for four different samples
Room Temperature Gas Flow Data (A = 15 cm 2)
Af	 SCCS	 Am MR/sec	 A mSample DescriptionI / A P, ( )	 I(	 )psi	 AP Corr	 pPp
11 micron Al203 .448 1.54 X 10 3
3 micron Al20 3 6.23 2.14 X 10-2
10 micron Al203 18.64 6.42 X 10 2
10 micron Ni I	 31.45 .108
2..03 X 10-6
2.82 X 10-5
8.45 X 10-5
1.42 X 10-4
Based on the above data and the relationship developed above, we see that
for the same diameter plug, the cold gas flows should be proportional to
the ratio of the viscosities and temperatures given by (using published
data for viscosity at 2.5K f ,)r example)
{PAP/ 300
	 u 2.5 T2.5 _ 6.38(2.5)	 -4
(
;/A)
	
s u300 T300	
200(300) ' 2.66 X 10
PAP / 2.5K
Based on the above relationship the following table is generated using the
warm S4.-i flow data.
i
s
t
^i
Predicted Cold Gas Flow (A = 15 cm2) at 2.5K
Sample Description	 m (1' = 6 L'orn A P 4 tord mg/sec
2 micron Al203
3 micron Al203
10 micron Al203
10 micron Ni
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	 X. Thermal Modelling and Heat Exchanger Design
1. Thermal model of typical dewar system.
Consider a typical dewar system in which cold vapor is used
	
I CJ
	
to remove heat at various sheilds as shown in the figure
-W m
If the vapor reaches a steady state equilibrium at each station,
the amount of heat absorbed by the vapor is given by the increase in
temperature which results. Therefore, at each of the 4 stations,
assuming censtant specific heat, the heats absorbed are
Ql ' m C  (T1-T 0)
Q2 ° m C  (T2-T1)
Q3 ° m C  (T3-T2)
At the liquid, the amount of heat is Q 0 and is balanced by the heat
of vaporization
Qp + m L(T0)
The heat which reaches a given stage is the result of conduction and
radiation. A given sheild will radiate and conduct energy to a lower
temperature sheild and will gain energy by the same means for the
sheild at a higher temperature. Denoting heat conduction coefficients
by K and radiation coefficients by R, the following relationships are
obtained for the heat loads.
0	 81
I
i
The above equations for Q 01 Q1 , Q20 and Q3 may be combined with
n
those given before for the energy gained by the vapor.
Four equations result in which the quantities To ,
 
TI , T2 , T3 , T4 and
m appear as unknowns, assuming the conductivity coefficients,
radiation coefficients, specific heat and heat of vaporization are
known. Clearly there are more unknowns than equations. If two of
the unknowns are specified, the system may then have a unique solution.
For application to the IRT experiment, the dewar variables to
be specified would be the value of T4 , T03 and a certain fraction of
the total mass flow which is devoted to the dewar sheilds. The
remaining mass flow is sent to the cryostat which will have a act of
equations similar to the above but without the heat of vaporization
term.
d
s
% - r,: (T.I To) + Rol (Tl4-T04)
Ql 0 K12 (T2 Tl) + R12 (T24-T14)
- K01 (Tl-T0 ) - Rol (Tl4-Tp4)
Q2 K23 (T3-T2) + R23 (T34-T:4)
- K12 (T2-T1 ) - R12 (T24-T14)
Q3 K34 (T4-T3 )	 R34 (T44-T34)
K23 (T3 T2) - R23 (T34-T24)
U
e
F t^
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2. Thermal Perforvr-:ice Prediction
The necessary equations were developed which will be employed to
predict the thermal performance of the IRT. The equatti,ons are heat balance
relationships for each heat station in the system. For example, for the
i heat station which has a temperature Ti , the heat bala►;fte is
mk Cp (Ti - Ti-1 ) kj (T 	 Tj ) + Rj (T4 - Ti)
where mk is the flow rate (ml dewar flow rate, m2 cryostaa flow rate),
C  is the specific heat of the helium, k  is the coefficient for icaat
conduction between the j heat station at a temperature Tj , and R  is a
coefficient for the radiative heat transfer from the j heat station.
The heat station is seen to be modeled so that the gas which enters the
heat exchanger from the previous heat station at temperature T i-1 is
warmed to the temperature T . The heat required to warm the gas is equali
to that supplied by the conduction and radiation terms. The equations are
written using the convention that the repeated subscript implies the
summation. Thus, the equations arc designed to simulate conductive and
radiative paths to heat stations that are not necessarily the nearest.
The heat balance for the liquid container has the left hand side
replaced by mkL where L is the latent heat of vaporization.
The equations which result from the above are clearly non-linear
which requires that iterative solution procedures be employed. A
Newton-Raphson type method is to be employed which is given by
J (n)	 Y (n+l)
	 _ f(n)
4 a
	 a
where f (n) are the residuals of the equations to be solved, AY (n+l) 1=;
the correction to the unknown Y  at the n+1 iterative step, and J4 is
the Jacobian given by
J (n) . Jfa
(n)
as	 aYa
where the superscript (u) means that the information available at the n
iterative step is used in the evaluation.
IG
ti
3. Heat Exchanger Design Considerations
The IRT experiment employs a number of heat exchangers in the
cryogenic system. Typically, cold helium gas enters a tube which is in
good thermal contact with a surface which is to be cooled. The gas pick@
up the heat resulting in a gain of energy of the gas. The gas, being a
compressible fluid in motion, reacts with increases in temperature, pressure,
and velocity. Thus, heat transfer is strongly coupled to the fluid me-
chanics of the helium coolant and the entire gas system of the IRT experiment.
The mechanisms of friction and heat transfer are basically the same
so that pressure drop and heat transfer become closely coupled in a fluid
system. This is illustrated by the following equation 
dT
dM2 
a FT T
o 
+ F  4f D
0	 0
11,
	
	
which relates the change in flow Mach number to the change in total
temperature of the gas and the effect of friction over the distance dx.
The values of FT and F  are given as a function of the local Mach number
	
f`
I
	 p
0
(see Ref. 1). Since previous reports have treated the effect of friction
on the gas flow, this report will consider the effect of heat transfer.
Considering the case of constant wall temperature T w , the equation
which gives the temperature of the gas as a function of position x along
the tube is given by
1Shapiro, A. H., Compressible Fluid Flow, Vol. I, page 243.
I
f6
Jr 4,
C
r	
T0(x) . Tw - (Tw - To 1 ) a 2 f D11 (L)
where T is the entering gas temperature, f is the friction factor, Lo
1is the characteristic length and D is the hydraulic diameter of the tube.
j
	
	
The friction factor f has been described in previous reports and is a
function of Reynolds number. For the case of laminar flow,3
f . 16
R	 pVD
e
Consider, as an example, the case of M' ID tube with a wall temperature
of 3K - Tw , an inlet temperature of 2K - To
 , a flow rate of 1000 scc/min,r"	 1
and take L lm. The following table is constructed for these conditions.
To (x), OK	 x/L
	
2.44	 .1
	
2.69	 .2
	
2.94	 .5
	
2.997	 1
The results show that the gas temperature approaches the temperature of
the wall in a distance of about 1 meter for the conditions given. The
pressure drop for the above example was calculated to be of the order of
1 x 10-4 torr over the 1 meter length.
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XI. Results and Conclusions
The major results and conclusions of this effort have been ade-
quately reported in the open literature and through drawings which cal
be obtained from MSFC.
The first mayor paper concerning this effort was given at the
7th ICEC in 1978. This paper is included as Appendix A. In 1979
we reported on the early design of the IRT at a SPIE Conference. This
paper is included as Appendix B.
In 1980 we reported on the cryostat thermal testing at the 8th ICEC.
This paper is included as Appendix C. In 1982 we reported on the thermal
testing of the dewar at the 9th ICEC. This paper is included as Appendix
D. In 1983 we reported on the thermal testing of complete IRT system.
This paper is included as Appendix E. In 1984, tow papers were given
which concluded the reporting by the UAH group. One paper was a report
on the Transfer Assembly desigg and performance and the second was a
report on the overall performance of the IRT. These papers are included
as Appendix F and G respectfully.
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A CRYOGENIC HELIUM II SYSTEM FOR SPACELAS
APPENDIX A
r. W. Urban and L. Katz	 J. H. Hendricks and C. R. Karr
NASA/MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama, USA 	 University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA
The large number of missions planned for Spacelab aboard the
Space Shuttle Orbiter will provide many opportunities for experi-
ments on cryogenic fluid properties or space science experiments
requiring cooling of apparatus to cryogenic temperatures. The
total cryogenic lifetime is only required to be a few weeks, tip
are developing such a helium lI system to refrigerate a scanning
infrared telescope experiment for the Spacelab 2 mission in
early 1981. A 250 liter dewar will store adequate liquid for
pre-launch and on-orbit operations. The versatile cryogen con-
trol and delivery system will be able to cool other types of
experiments on later missions. This paper describes the special
problems we have had to address and the resulting technical
approach to the system.
INTRODUCTION
We are developing a helium I1 storage and gas delivery system to provide refrigera-
tion to a scanning infrared telescope (IRT) experiment which will be flown in space
in 1981 aboard the Spacelab 2 mission. Instead of submerging the infrared appara-
tus within a large, specially constructed helium dewar, which has been the usual
approach to space cryogenics, we have elected to separate the cooled infrared opti-
cal system from the storage dewar. This decision resulted from a number of factor,,
partly technical and partly economic, and has led to a number of new technical pro-
blems, as well as a cryogenic supply system which will be able to deliver gaseous
or liquid helium cooling to other types of experiments on later Spacelab missions.
Some of the factors which influenced our approach included: (1) several specific
requirements of the infrared experiment itself; (2) very limited time (2 11 years)
for design, development and delivery of the complete experiment for flight; (3)
limited funding; (4) a relaxed, higher risk approach to Spacelab experiment quali-
fication and reliability, except where it affects crew and Shuttle safety: (5) the
availability of some hardware design, fabrication, and testing support from the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center; and (6) experience within our own team on helium
II systems for ground and space applications.
EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
The IRT experiment is shown schematically in Figs. 1 and 2. It consists of five
Major subsystems: (1) a dewar subsystem, which includes a 250 liter liquid helium
dewar, a transfer assembly (TA) containing the porous plug flow control and fill
and vent plumbing: (2) a cryostat subsystem, which includes a Ras-enoled, evacuated
vessel, a vacuum cover and a sunshade, and which contains; (3) the infrared tele-
scope itself consisting of an upper baffle section. and a lower section with
baffles, mirror, and detector array; (4) it mechanical subsystem including scan
drive components, warm plumbing and valves, and a support structure which inter-
faces: with the Spar.elah pallet; and (5) an electronic subsystem to control all
Infrared science and electro-mechanical activities and to interface with the Space-
lab power, data and command systems.
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An important Infrared science goal is to generate a map of faint diffuse infrared
objects over a large area of the sky in several wavelength bands out to 120 um.
Therefore the infrared detectors must be cooled to about 3K, the two telescope
sections must be cooled to SK and 60K respectively, and the entire cold optical
system must be scanned.
The experiment will be mounted toward the aft end of the-Space Shuttle Orbiter pay-
load bay. In its latched position the cryostat/telescope will point directly out
of the bay (+ Z axis) and the scan drive motor will be oriented forward. The tele-
scope consists of a highly baffled Herschelian system with an off-axis parabolic:
15 cm-diameter, f/4 primary mirror, and a detector array positioned on the scan
axis. The 30 field-of-view telescope wlli be &canned back and forth perpendicular
to the direction of flight at a rate of 60/second, generating 3 0
 wide maps which
extend over 900 centered on the + Z axis. With a Shuttle orbital motion of 40/minute
each map band overlaps its neighbors by 67%.
We were concerned about two problems which could arise if we attempted to rapidly
scan a large liquid helium dewar containing the telescope. First, there was a
potential vibrational interaction between the very sensitive infrared detectors and
the liquid helium which would be disturbed every 15 seconds at each end of the scan
by an unknown amount and for an indefinite time. Second, electrical power and
particularly total energy are quite limited on the SL-2 mission and we wished to
minimize the moment of inertia of the scanning part of the apparatus. Rotating
only the gas cooled cryostat and telescope will permit the use of a reasonably,
sized scanning motor and allow rapid (1.5 second) scan reversals without consuming
excessive power.
Dewar
Having decided to separate the experiment from the storage dewar, we first
addressed the dewar design. We will employ a modified conventional storage dewar
similar to the type used to transport )i,^id helium by ground or air freight for
laboratory supply. This will insure tF. availability of a well established febrica-
tion technology in several potential vendors, including basically rugged design,
good thermal efficiency, and, hopefully. a considerably lower cost than for a
special aerospace type dewar design. For reasons to be discussed below we have
chosen a 250 liter dewar. It will be loaded and topped-orf before launch with,
superfluid helium at a nominal temperature of 1.6K and vapor pressure of 6 tort.
Modifications are required chiefly in the dewar neck tube to permit fluid control
and to mate with the transfer assembly (TA). The neck tube is closed at the bottom
to prevent liquid helium from flowing into it in the low gravity orbital environ-
ment. Fill and outlet tubes pass into the liquid vessel from the TA. A third tube
returns cold helium gas from the porous plug In the TA to the base of the neck tube
to provide the essential cooling to the dewar thermal shield i-cot exchanger. The
dewar gas vents at the top of the neck tube at ambient temperature as in a standard
dewar.
To insure good thermal efficiency three nested vapor cooled shields will be used in
the TA. The heat they intercept will also be delivered to the dewar neck tube heat
exchange gas. The dewar neck tube diameter will be somewhat greater than that of
a standard dewar in order to provide space for the three helium tubes and the three
TA shield terminations. Delivering the TA heat to the dewar neck tube beat
exchanger has the effect of increasing the surface area of the dewar hunt shield
system by about 607, thus increasing the steady state hoiloff rate by the samr
factor.
Transfer Assembly
We will build up the transfer assembly onto the dewar after its a p livery. In addi-
tion to .the heat shields mentioned above, the TA contains several essential compon-
ents which operate at helium temperature. The porous plug, discussed later, is the
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primary helium flow control device. A manual fill valve prevents liquid helium
from flowing to the warm end of the fill line. A manual bypass valve in parallel
with the porous plug permits high gas flows during dewar fill and pumpdown. Roth
valves are Nupro bellows sealed valves modified for superfluid service, and both
have retractable stem operators to reduce heat leak.
Helium (liquid or vapor) leaving the dewar through the outlet tube flows to the up-
stream side of the porous plug. Cold helium gas drawn from the downstream side of
the plug is divided into two vent flow paths, one returning gas to the dewar neck
heat exchanger, and the second delivering refrigeration to the cryostat and the
infrared telescope. Division of the flow between the two vents is controlled by
external warm valves.
The connection between the stationary TA and the scanning cryostat/telescope must
satisfy two important functions. First, it must maintain the high vacuum integrity
of the interior of the TA and cryostat whenever atmospheric pressure exists around
the apparatus, including tests on the ground and the first few minutes of the
Shuttle launch. We will employ a commercially available rotary high-vacuum seal
with magnetically retained sealing fluid. Second, the cryostat gas delivery tube
must cross over within the internal vacuum. A small, diameter helical tube with a
.low spring constant within the TA takes up the rotation. A relativel y short
section of the gas tube passes through the fluid-sealed rotary joint and is not
protected within the thermal shields of the TA.
Pressure relief of the dewnr if accidental overpressurization should occur has been
of great concern in the design of this cryogenic system, since manual valves will
usually be inaccessible and thv Spacelab command and data system :ail not be activa-
ted until several hours after launch. We will mount two enclosed burst diaphragms
within the TA. One will be in parallel with the cold fill. valve and the second in
parallel with the porous plug assembly and its bypass valve. Any leakage through
the fill line burst diaphragm will be contained within the fill tube and will at
worst cause increased gas conduction heat leak from the warm end of the fill tube.
Leakage through the bypass burst diaphragm will be in parallel with the porous plug
and therefore will probably be negligible. The plug requires a bypass relief in
the event that it becomes clogged by debris and cannot vent normally. Venting of
the burst diaphragms is provided by external relief valves.
Dewar Subsystem
The dewar and transfer assembly together comprise the dewar subsystem, which is
almost a stand-alone cryogenic system for space. All that would be required to
make the subsystem fully independent is a vacuum termination in place of the rotary
seal.. We will, in fact, test the dewar subsystem as an independent unit by use of
a "cryostat substitute," while the cryostat subsystem is being separately assembled
and tested. This parallel development of the two cryogenic subsystems is necessi-
tated by the short development time available to us, but our testing method points
out the potential of the dewar subsystem to deliver cooling to other types of
experiments.
tar uvtat
The cryostat will be a rather special modification of an open neck laboratory
dewar. The essential special features include mounting flanges for the two
sections of the infrared telescope, an access port for telescope alignment, a side
extension on the cryostat rotation axis through which the cold gas from the TA
enters, and a gas heat exchanger tube within the thermal shield system. A vacuum
cover insures that a high vacuuin can he maintained within the cryostat and tele-
scope. The cold gas from the TA is first delivered to a cold finger, designed to
maintain a temperature of about 3K, to which the IR detector block will be clamped,
and then to the heat shield system. The lower and upper telescope sections are
designed to operate at maximum temperatures of 8K and 60K, respectively. They will
be cooled by conduction to their mounting flanges. The two telescope mount flange
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to he maintained. If less gas is returned to the neck tube, the hoiloff rate will
increase, decreasing storage lifetime and producing an excess of cold gas for use
In the cryostat. We have estimated that a cold gas input to the crynstat of 2.5mg/s
will he required to achieve the previously stated operating temperatures. This
represents an additional hnilnff rate of 1.5 2/Any. Total h o l toff rate will thus
he about 5.5 C/day.
Adjustment of dewar and cryostat vent flows will he possible during till' missfou by
means of warm valves in the respective vent lines when measured temperature,
pressures and flow rates indicate the need. The system, and particularly the
telescope and liquid helium temperatures will respond rather slowly to changes in
these valve settings. We anticipate the occasional need to rapidly deliver addi-
tional cooling to the cryostat as, for example, when closure of the vacuum cover
induces a burst of heat onto the cold optics. This rapid delivery of extra cool-
ing can be achieved by small heaters on the porous plug, as described below.
Porous Plug
The use of a porous material as a superfluid helium flow control device is dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere. 11, 2. 31 Brieflyt superfluid helium attempts to flow
through the very small plug pores driven by the vapor pressure within the liquid
vessel. Evaporation on the vent line (downstream) side causes cooling and a small
temperature gradient across the plug. This results in a rhermomechanical or foun-
tain pressure gradient directed upstream, which restrains fluid flow. The cooling
due to evaporation is communicated hack to the fluid bath by the high thermal con-
ductivity of the liquid in the pores.
When superfluid helium is in contact with the upstream side of the plug, as when
the IR experiment is either horizontal (Orbiter vertical) or in low gravity, the
evaporation takes place at the downstream plug surface, and helium flows through
ter plug as relati •'-'y high density liquid. When the experiment is vertical
(Orbiter or Spacelao horizontal), the liquid free surface at which evaporation
takes place will be within the dewar. The porous plug will be required to pass the
same mass flow rate, but in the form of lower density cold gas. The plug surface
area must be chosen large enough to permit the gas flow with an acceptably low
pressure drop. We will probably select a plug with 5-10 Will diameter pores, and an
estimated surface area of about 35 cm2.
In order to permit a rapid increase in cold fluid flow to the cryostat to counter
an increased the •.mal load on the telescope, we mount a small heater an the down-
stream side of the porous plug. Neat at this location will reduce or reverse the
fountain pressure, permit increased gas evolution or even liquid withdrawal, and
slowly heat the main bath. When the heat is removed the system will. return tow?rd
the original state.
Prelaunch Cryogenic Support Functions
Cryogenic servicing of the IRT experiment before launch presents a number of
unusual and rhallenging requirements which are shared with a second Spacelab 2
	 -
experiment whose objective is to measure vertaln properties of superfluid helium
in low gravity. We will Inordinate our ground servicing functions and apparatus
with the superfluid physics experiment. Spacelab 2 will he fully assembled into a
single structural entity in the Operations and Checkout (06C) facility at Kennedy
Space Center. During the O&C operations we will evacuate, purge and initiaily fill
the experiment with LNo at 4.2K by means of conventional ground support equipment
(rsl., ). Late in tilt' O&C "yell' (at about 15 days before launch) the helium will be
converted to superfluld by pumping through the vent lines with a large GSE pump.
From this time on until the flight mission Is completed the superfluid must be
maintained at a pressure below 38 torr. by active pumping. If pumping is stopped,
as when pump power is interrupted, the superfluld will rapidly warm. We have
estimated that pumping can be stopped once for about 4 hours duration or for a
number of shorter periods, before the helium will warm to the lambda temperature
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and the porous plug will no longer operate properly. We are providing at the vent;
tube outlet of the experiment a direct drive rotary vane vacuum pump. During pre-
launch operations the pump will operate as continuously as possible. On orbit the
experiment will, of course, be pumped by the vacuum of space.
When the 06C assembly and tests are completed, the Spacelab 2 payload will be trans-
ported in a special enclosed carrier to the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) where
it will be installed into the Orbiter vehicle. Throughout these operations electri-
cal power must be provided for the on-board vacuum pump by an auxiliary power cable
and power supply. The experiment will be connected to two special Orbiter services:
(1) a 28 VDC electrical connection for the pump via the aft T-0 umbilical plug which
disconnects at launch; and (2) a vent pipe which conducts the venting helium over-
board through a midbody panel. Even in space, pumping will be via this pipe to
prevent the helium from disturbing any of the astronomical instruments. The vent
pipe will be shared with the superfluid physics experiment.
In the OPF at about ten days before launch we will top-off the defogpwith super-
fluid. When Orbiter checkout is completed, the payload bay doors wilt"be closed,
and the Orbiter will be moved to the Vehicle Assembly Building. There it wirl.l be
rotated nose up and mated to the External Tank and two Solid Rocket Boosters:
	 the
launch platform. The ground side of the T-0 umbilical connection will then•
attached to the Orbiter. Through moot of these activities DC power is to be main-
tained and the pump will operate. Only during power changeover, while the Orbiter
is being rotated to the vertical, and while explosive devices are being installed,
must the pump be turned off.
The Orbiter will be rolled to the launch pad, again with the pump powered through
the T-0 umbilical and vented through the midbody umbilical panel. On the launch
pad the pump and valve operation is controlled from the launch control center. A
few minutes before launch the vacuum pump will be stopped, isolated, and not used
again. When the Orbiter reaches an altitude at which the atmospheric pressure is
below five torr,'a barostatic switch will open a valve between the experiment vent
tube and the overboard vent. This will permit pumping on the superfluid to resume
several hours before the Spacelab is activated.
We will monitor and control the cryogenics during the mission from the ground in the
Spacelab Payload Operations Control Center (POCC). Emergency monitoring and control
will also be possible by the on-board Payload Specialist (scientist). Shortly
before landing the experiment will be stowed, the vacuum cover sealed, and the vent
valves closed. Relief valves on the vent lines will permit the experiment to warm
up safely and untended.
CONCLUSION
The cryogenic system for the Spacelab 2 Infrared Telescope Experiment has been
designed to fit within the many technical and programmatic constraints and capabili-
ties of the Spacelab program. The result is a system which will satisfy the cooling
requirements of the IRT and also be capable of furnishing cooling to a variety of
follow on Spacelab experiments.
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cooling Ili I.hv iuflvn'ud local plane ns:;eulhly (u about %.51:, Mill of IhC two tVIeUCUI)e SVI.11U11a
to ILK and 60K rvnpvctivcly. In this paper the desil;n of the cryogenic sySLCm, incluuing o
voiniandahlo vacuum cover, and Ihl• pn • L:Itlnch liquid hel Lunt servicing and IllaillLanal!c'e approach
will %l , d  seussod. The :;ysl vnl v o. be readily adapted to other types of cryogenic UxperimenLS
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Spac0al, inksiuns.
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The Infrared 'Telescope (tl(I') lixperintunl to lie flown on Spacclab 2 in early 1981 is a Jobic
project of the Snlitllsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO), the Universi Ly of_	 M),Arizona	 ),
and the WASH Marshall Space Flig,hl Ccnlor (MSFC). Our responsibility of PISFC Is Lhe develop-
ownt of lilt- cryo j ;odic and nu •ch.1nical ::yslcno; of the 110'.	 The ilnivcrsity of Alabama ill 	 YPdTliunlcvillo II; cullahovaliny, 0o Ihv cryopcoic design. fabrication of special cryolgenic aptia-
ral11s, and cryugvnic porl'ortivinvc I1.a1 hil t .	 IIA and SAO are respot!slhlt for the infraruu Init.ri,
n,vnl and dru g analysil;. The NASA Amvs Itcsc:rrch Curler is collabora:illg in the alulysis-of 	 b
von I:uainal ton n ull and IavaI Ii;:hl dnt n.	 '1'h L•; paper describes the cryogenic apparatus. its 
voitirul and oper:u ion, and prelaunch cryugvnic support activities at the launch site. Toe 	
'	
1(11Iinfrnrvd iustrlaiviii is dv.rribed in axuher paper i.n thi:; conference (183-03). r
lixperimunl System
The LR ,r expvrintent is sholml schemat ically in Figure l.. 	 It consists of four n;	 lmajor subsystts;
'	 (1) :I dewar suhnystem, which includes :1 250 lifer liquid helium duwar, and a transfer assembly 	 t
U	 ('I'A) containinr,the porous pitq^ flow control and fill and vent plumbing; (1) a cryostat sub-
sy:;lval, which includes n 15a:;-rualvd, cvuruntud cryostat. n vnctu!m cover and a sunshade, which
contains 16e infrared telescope nod dvleetor array: (3) it mcrhnnicnl !;uhsystcnl Including scan
drive coniponc•nts, plumbing. va elvs, control instrun	 nd a
	
lLo Calinll a	 support structure whico
+(#	 iilerfact-s with Ihv Spncclah pallet; and (4) an electronic subsysiviv (nut shown) to control 	 '.
l.J	 Mill infrared ::c lento g ild ul ecl ru-mcrhnnical Ito ivit its and to Ilit erfacc with the Spacclab
In W01'. dat:1 :Ind 1-11111110 %1
	 !;V sl can.
'I'lle llt•I' will ho nu)unlud toward the aft end of the Spiro Shuttle Orbiter payload bay oil
SpaCClah 11:111ot. The tot: of the sunshade will he 3.4 m above the pallet floor; rho expbri-
-^	 nivill f:; 2.0 ill Iona :old 0. 1. al wide.	 The total mass of the csperfelcnt at liftoff will beu9U ltg,
inrludinp. liquid hvliuul and nepnralely inotmiud electronles hoxv:;. 	 In its Iat Ched positfult
Ili,- cry0rrt:tl and ::ram;hack will pufnl directly Out of Ihv bay: the scan drive inoLor will be
orivillt.d lu!'w:n•d.
Oil 	 whoa Ilia exttrnni vrlvirunna •nl Is suitable (low conlaulinativa, and Sun, 1110011 and 	 r
ea r th uul of vivw). Ih; • val,utlnl cuw. • r will bo opened and the cry0athl soannod from side t0	 f
side (14'r') na an oligular rota of 0"/:;cc4)nd to generate an infra red mop of the sky. The
(1JI	 prinmry dirt fun of lilt , rl-yuy;ouir sy::lrin in to provide advqu:uo rural inuuus cooling to Ina.
infrorvil iistrumont within Ihv vrvor.:al to permit the scivut it'll , uhnervni ions it) be Made
daring the pl:mnvd 4 clay wi:;:;ion. A stvundary object ive is to uhlafn Pala oil 	 pvrfurulance
of Ihv lair;;" :uq , lvI 111111 111-1 idol :0.ura;;1- :rysl L-111 in Sparc.L
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dearer.	 The limiled funding available and Ili ,- short flighl utissi0n lilac Lou Us to adapt
rnuuncrvialiy nv,lilnble helium qppni'alun and fabrication IcchnftlucS (0 thiS new applicatl011.
ran 111.1' 111:111 dovvLill) a high per furnclnc • 1- and high co at sysIvii with lung et1)ragv time.	 'file lack
of 1'i rm in101-livil ion on pl'v lnu peh ;'J • uwnd hull) I i . IIIv and oar inabi lily tU predict actual cryMwnic
Syal eel perflu•uuuu •v val'ly in Ihv pro;:rain, dic• tnlvd the' svlvvl foil of a .00 litvr liqufu hultu!n
dram.
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SPACELAD 2 INHIARED TELESCOPE CRYOGENIC SYSTEM
Dewar SubayagLill
r ^ The superfluiJ	 liquid bottom Mile)	 it
	
allbayNLe111 shown schcueUcally
	 in Fitturc
tf^ consists of two major parts - the 250 liter Storage Dewar and the 'Transfer Assembly (TA).
The dewar is to be fabricated by s commercial vendor to our designs, after which the TA will
be assembled into it at MSFC.
	 The closely integrated thermal design of the dewar and TA
results in a dewar subsystem which is essentially u single complex superfluid helium dewar
with the liquid containment	 vessel
	 ;.I	 one end of :1 neck structure and • I nunlbur of cola flow
AA"^3 control	 cempunvotit at	 the of her;	 al 	 are	 surrounded by it
	 thermal	 pratveiion system,
discussed below.
Dewar
In a couvvnt tonal	 storage dower
	 tho	 Ilgnid	 vessel	 It;	 surrounded
	
by	 :1	 sysluml sit' nested
metal	 sur(acv!;,
	 Svpar:acd by superin::elation nod Iuuuuted within a high vacuum :glace.
	 They '171
serve to	 Ile ereept
	 oval	 being rvali:u ed and conducted	 in toward the cold
	 liquld from Lhe eider
I Ji shell.	 The intercepted heat	 is then eunductud up to the dewar neck where it warms the vent-
L ing helium gaff and Is carried out of the dewar by Elie gas.
	 'Titus the metal	 surfaces act at,
vapor cooled shields
	 (VCS),	 and the dewar neck 14 :1 heat 	 exchanger ;is well as a support +
structure.	 The source ur the Vontiul; gas	 in the neck
	 is the slow evaporation of the stored
liquid by the unavoidable parasitic heal
	 conducted down the neck tube and radiated In from rt.
the coldest VCS.
	 A typical unmodified 	 conventional 250 liter dewar ochieves a steady state
boiloff rate of 17 per day or 2.5 liters of liquid per day corresponding to a heat
	 input co
the liquid of 75 mW.
r
In order u+ retain the Stored Lllc
	
lit
	 it	 is necessary to close off Elie dewar neck
at the	 liquid vessel	 entr:ntcu.	 Liquid	 is	 filled and withdrawn thruugl; tubes which pass down
the neck from the TA.
	 and valuing and	 flow control is accomplished by the cold components in
the TA.
	 'these eumpunents must	 also be	 Insulated from Elie outside world by a VCS system.
	 We
(^ huvu chosen tit
	 the dewar and '1'A VCS Systems together within the flight dewar neck, j
thus complicating the neck design :Ind assembly.
	 As a result	 the 'CA and the inside of the mar,
, dewar neck sharu a commun vacuum.
	 We have avoided the further complication of Elie heat 1
exchange function of the neck tube by constructing the heat exchanger in the TA.
	 Thus the 6
{{ 'awar provided by the. vendor will have a structural neck supporting:	 the closed liquid vessel;
^I
.e liquid fill and withdrawal tubes;
	 and three concentric VCS extension tubes within the
neck.	 These components can be seen lit
	 2.
During prelaunch activities thu dewar will be filled with superfluid helium at a tempera-
- ture of about	 1,6K and :E vapor pressure of 800 N/m`(6 	 tort).	 At	 it density of 0.145 kg/liter
a	 full	 dcaar will	 contain about
	 15 kg of	 liquid.	 We hnpe to	 launch with at.
	 least	 100 liters
(14.5 kg)	 of	 liquid.
Transfer Assembly
After	 dewar is delivered the TA	 he built up onto it.	 The internal componentsthe	 will
will operate in Space at	 the liquid helium temperature	 (1.6K).	 A cold	 fill	 valve prevents
liquid helium from flowing out the fill	 line Lo the warm outer shell when the experiment 	 is
in space.	 A bypass burst disk permits controlled venting through the fill	 line in the event(t `"^jI
of accidental overpressurixaEion.	 In space liquid flows into the 'rA through the withdrawal
l.,L.: line and is restrained by the porous plug.	 The principle and operation of porous plugs. which
are essentially liquid/vapor phase separators for superfluid helium. 	 tire described elsewhere.
In the event	 of plot, blockage and overpressuri •r.aEion a second 1>_ypass burst 	 disk provides
relief to the vent	 lines.	 When a dewar	 is bcinll initially filled or when normal 	 helium
(b.2K,	 t atmosphere vapor
	
is being converted to superfluid, 	 large gas flow ratespressure)
must be vented.	 A bypass valve is provided in parallel with the porous plug to permit 	 nigh
flow rates and avoid possible cuntaminat tun of the plug pares.
a The cold fill and bypass valves art- operated by vacuum-tight, 	 retractable operator shafts
having	 low thermal	 conductivity :and 	 low thereon	 mass.	 When retracted.	 the operator shafts
Will	 become warm.	 When	 inserivd	 lust, the valves	 they will	 introduce pulses of heal	 into the
cold cnvlronlvnt.	 To ulmints V. 	 I,,"
	 ..rub.
 ent	 the vat vcs wlil	 bl, opened at.	 the beg, ins i ng of
cryogenic operations and will not	 be closed except	 when Elie dew:n • subsystem must	 be turned
on	 its	 side	 (launch attitude)	 for	 testing, or just.	 before	 the actual	 launch.
The cold helium vapor evaporates	 from Elie porous plug at 	 about	 1.6K and	 is divided	 into
Lwu vent	 Imes.
	 The	 first	 line	 forms the heat	 exchanger which removes heat 	 from till , VCS
• ystvin of the entire dewar subsystem. 	 The second	 line delivers rofrit,vration to the cryostat
tit (ht-	 infrared	 Iclo:ICUpl,.	 'The division of	 flow	 to	 the two	 linos	 is controlled by external
V;IIVes Whi Ch Will	 be diHVU%Hl• d below.
'rhe vapor In I. he dewar vent ittic fltn:a first to Llie. innermost VCS which will operate at a
goal Iolmp"I'm1orc of aboul :)OK.
	
Wv :1111 it Ipai.v n tutill heat IoatI on Ibis shit- lit of aboul 770114.
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Pile gull wlII Lhon puss su"CSSivcly Lit 	 VCS al a Lompuraturu of roughly 1,04 and
	
O	 heat load of about 1.'7W, then to chc outer VCS at approximately 120K and 2.6W, and finally
	
(1)	 out of Lite •1'A. The cold haliu_m I;I' s flow ratio to remove tituse expeotud heat loads aL Lhu
goal tempera) w•cs let 8.4 X 1(I ' 1,/ S ur 5.0 liter/day corresponding tit a nut hunt input to
Lite 1.61K region of Lite dewar suhb y:ovnl of 190 nIW.	 Pile actual steady stale LwnperaLurus and
heat loads will uuduubledly bu Somewhat diferenl, front the goal ValUea muntlunud aheve. The
	
C1	
chief concern is, of course, that the System boiloff rate be low enough Lhat the oxperimonL
gets to orbit with enough liquid to purmit cooLhig and operaLiun of the infrared telescope.
Tht' dewar III tilled will) liquid bvltum, :still high flow ralvs ni cold gas are vented lhrouith
	
i	 vacuum javR -I t-d b.lyuurt a sad vat l v,-:; ou lilt- '1'A nb,-1 I .	 Wiu • n t ha • I I I I ing and : ijivri'luid convoraitm
	
''
	
-livr:al tun:: brrvt• liven cumpl of ,•d. :;pee ial ins	 h r10vrtit wisvl i	 vn	 byl Veit will	 Iaat t'	 oIIL-41 Lttt	 tine
^.i two baynavl s. The jacket vd valve:: will Iben be opened, providing rat Cut If path for IIle LwO
cold burst disks, The steady Stale (low I'Iuw) venting is via an unjacketed line Lo one set
of flow control valves.
	
^.'	 The second vent line from the porous plug will deliver cold helium gas LO Lite cryostat.
Iloth the gas line and the outer Shell of the apparatus roust permit. the rotation of the cryostat.
and the outer Steil must lit 	 maintain Lhe high vacuum integrity of the 3'A and cryostat
	
t	 whenever the atmospheric pressure exists around rile apparatus. The gas line is wrapped into
a helical coil which Plexus easily Willi the cryostat motion. At the exiLfrom the TA a straight
	
I	 Section of Lite tube passes through a commercially available rutary vacuum seal which employs
magnetically retained Sealing fluid to mountain Lite vacuum integrity of the TAand the cryostat,
A Short section of metal bellows pvralils minor misalignment of the TA and Chu cryostat when
Lhey are assembled together.
	
J	 It will be possible and It iS our plan to test the duwar SubSysu •m by itself. This will
reqquire a special termination un the cryostat gas line and Lite rotary Joint so tnat. Lite TA
and dewar neck call 	 evacuate,]. Thu dowar w111 be filled with normal liquid helium. the
liquid converted to Superfluid, and the thermal performance of ilia , system measured with the
'tpparatuS both upright and rotated 90" Into the launch atLI.Lude.	 LI is anticipated that the
boiloff rate will be somewhat ga •oau• r in launch au nude than upright. 'file performance of
Lite porous pill,, can only bu Icsled In the amglleCV tipped system, since in Cheupril;ht position
	
L	 Superfluid will not reach the porous plug. 'Phis subsystem LCSL will demonstrate the factthat the unit can opera Le as a stand-alone superfluid dewar which could be employed to coal;I 	 of experiments on Later Spnrelah flights. Note that a performance test of Chu dewar
by ilselr is not pratcical, since the VCS System is oat operative until the •1'A is fully
aSSVnlbltul Lo tilt' dews• to eong11VIC Ihv sub:tyStona.
CCryostat
The cryostat shoran Schematically lit 	 3 WILL be it 	 Special modification of an
	
1	 open nuck laboratory duwar, The vsSCnlial Spt'clal features Include muunlinl , I'langes for theWit
	
of the Iltfl• ;u•ed tvlescope, an acct,ss port for telescope alignment. .1 Side extension
oat the cryostat rutattell axis Lhrough which the cold gas from the 1'A enters, and a gas heatheat!
 and VCS syStvm. A vacuum cover insures that a high vacuani can be araintui:led within
the cryostat and Lelescnpe bufure Il:o exporLmonC is in Space. The cold gas from the TA is
	
r'	 first delivered at u temperature of about 2K to a told finger, designed to maintain a Lmpmra-
	
l^	 cure of about 2.5K, Lo which Lite IK detector block will be clamped, and then to the heat
Shield System. The lower .and upper IcLescopc sections are designed to operate at maximum
LvmperaturLH of 8K and 60K, respectively. They will 
lit
, 'cooled by conduct iota 1.0 their
mounting flanges. The Lwu telescope ount flange rings, and two additional rings which are
lit  tempuratures of approximately 1'20K
m
;and 203K are suspended from the top Of the cryostat on
fiberglass-epoxy tubes. Each ring carries a VCS a nd cads delivers its collected heat. to 'Ile.
cold ve ntral; helium gi g s. 'flit' vent tube, ;after leaving OIL- cold finger, IS fastened to the
four rings Lit turn and then vxils Ihv veyost ill at :nnbienl ivniprrai arcs.
The bent load on lilt , cold linger at 2.'3K will be about 111 uN Front the infrared deteeters
Including absurbed rodi:t ion, :cad heat conducted In along Lilt- lit Stl;nal lends. 'file eSt . ima LOU
230 11114 heal load oil tile 8K rung will include the beat radiated lilt(, the lower telescope tube'
	
r,	 from lilt- upper lelcseupe Iubv, hoot from the cold infrared electronics, plus the parasitic
	
lUl	 heat on Lo the 8N KS from the warmer p:u-I r, of the cryoSIaI. The cstfmoted 2 watt hCaL load
un the bOK ring, will include heat radiated unto lilt, upper Ioiescupc• tube Pram the suoshado,
(,r from the closed vacuum rover, pin:; tilt- Ina VasiLle heat onto the LICK VCS.	 Finally Lite heal
input to the "1209" and " -20OK" rinks will only be the parasitic heat from the warmer outer
ports of (lit , cryusllat .
The locations :and lvmperni ores of the 8K and 60K mounting/therinll flanp,vs are dictated by
the Infr:n• vd tvlvSCUpe dvSign. The cryustal fabricator will dvivrminv Lite local tell and actual
la•m..c.	 ury of th,- Ihvrnml Slay,:; 111' [111' "I209" and 'GOOK" sillvlJn lit 	 to optim[xe Lite
thermal pvrfurinnur y of lit,- cryo:atal.	 The lenl.at ive helium mass flow rate Into the cryust.at
at 2K will be of the order ill' /.'1 X Ill ' , • /S or 4.4 liters per day. 	 lliis flow rate call
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varied, as diacudoed below, tie Increase or decreuse cooling as necessary,
The vaCUU111 cover call 	 cuuwanded Open and closed; It will be quickly closed, but not
fully scaled. If gas or part irulale cootamin:t Ion levels become ton high. if a hot object
(still, moon, tall-111) accldellLUlly appronohes the fluid ) I, view, (1r when the experiment Is nut
mapping tilt- sky.	 Itefurelandiup. Ihu cover will he scaled. 	 When tilt , cover first closes, Lite
inner cover surface will be :t ambient temperature. 	 It wll! be thermally isolated (rule) the
worm oucer cover surface and will have a low umiSSivity and a low thermal Inertia. Upon
closure the inner surface will cool by radiation Into the cryosrat and telescope until it
rvachos Comic Oquilibrinm teugn • ralure, perhaps I'l0K. 	 'Thus 4110 ti:di:u IVV heal load unlo Ihu
cu Id opt ire w  t I I,r :In u111.111 .1111 ,11 :e: ::hart a 41411 411 Joel a:; pt-:rnihly.
Tile :u1 1 1 1-s:, purl ill localvd tin Into :;i,lo oI the rry0111:11 Iw permit 111(11l III inp, and alignleletit of
Lite infrarod dotoclar block to tilt . cold I'ingor nftvr the luwt•r lvlv::ropo :trct tun is instal led
through 1110 top of the cryoput. 'Tile acres" purr thervfory penetrates all of the thermal
shields and twit IInyer Insolnl J ill , hlnul<et s,	 111) to 100 low-cunducl Iv Ily Infrared signal and
	
t^	 control leads front tilt- deluclurs will tie brought uul of Ihv crynslnl Through the aceetts port
Willi heat xlatiolls al each shield.
'	 CryuLa,nic Opurat_inn::
Correct operaLiun of the infrared exptriulenl and achlevcmt •nt (1f adequ;tl y helium storar,e
lifetime/s paramount. As discussed above, the cold helium gas evolving Frain Lite por<xlx plug
refrigeraLet . Lhe dewur/'I'A bent shields nod the cryostat. /telescope. The only source of cold
gas is vapors%:11-ioo of superfluld liquid by either parasitic or elaciriclllly produced heat In
Lhe dewur/transfer assembly.	 Fur it 	 rate of heal Ilpw ;uul n Iqf ven punq>in1, rate, tilt-
liquid temperature and vapor >ressure will come to some cquflibrium voluc. More heat anti/or
slower pumping resulLS to hil;^er uquLlibriunt ten)peraLure and pressure.
We have indicated above that Lhe expected steady slate helium builuff of the dewur sub-
systum at. uplimum cfficlency will be about 5 tilers/day and the flow rate into the crynstnt
Lo maintain full cuulinp, is about 4.4 lllers per day.	 Starting with the 2'i(I lilerthw)r full.
	
_	 Lhc L, anal flow rule of 9.4 lilvrn/day could let- mnintainod fur allow( %b days; Willi 200 !il rrs,
	
^J	
lifetime would ha 21 days. 'I'h,- Spacvlab 2 mi:;r.inu durnl lull Is plannrd I(1 he 9 days, ems
	
.!f	 lurmittinl; I/ days :tilt] 12 day:; rc:;port ively, from final dewur fill operations until lnunch
with t 11 above Jell (Jill Tilt cuudiI ions.
We ant is ipat e that it wiII nul be nvcvan;n•y to keep the eryost at fully rooted until lee
experiaa•nl is lit 	 Ctm:;vquenl l y , tin Uu• ground, 1',nn Mow llo-nu1,h Ihv rryonlal eon be
somewhat reduat •d t(1 connvrvu liquid In'liosl.	 When (he oxperimcn( I:; 
fit
	 any runsunable
extra cooling requirements for rho eryonla( van b y 111' . 1 by redncitig vent	 flow inlbt-dt•war
subsyslclel.	 This wi I I hiercasc I ho heat Input It) t.hc I itplid b0 item ;ind Iho hul loft', mare ill'
which will b1' dirt-clud It) rho cryunlaU .	 Al t ernnl ively. a rvducl ion in r y fr lgernl !,in to the
	
I li	 crycstnt can be achieved by incren,;inp, vent wis flow from tilt , dower Subsyslun) :and rotiucinp
	l	 flow from Ihu cryustnL vent.
This adjuStnuunt of dewur and cry(1slat vu41t flows will ht- possible durIi;1; tilt- mission by
uperat inn, eel:; of Ihrct- runan:nnlablo w: n-w vale< • a in unch of the veal Iloos as shown in I •Yguru I.
Thc lhrev tin/ul'f Val vv:; io omit von) ;Ir y !Ilrr/l with on l`fcve; ill lowing, 147.. 29'7.. and 5%'i:. of
full flow fit 	 vent li1w.	 Thus, purl icular cunlbi not tun:; of 0, 14, 29. 41, 57, 71, 86 or
100'% of full flow can be selected for each vent line with the Setting of three valves. 'I'll•,
	
n	 System, and particularly the IVIcSC011V and liquid,hclium temperatures will respond rather
	
9jf 	 slowly to changes in these valve scltings. We iloLIClpatu the OccaSfOnnl need ill
deliver addil tonal co(dinp, lu the rryu:tl al :I!;. for examilic. when elosort- of the vacuum cover
indicalus it hlll':il of Iloat I'll(	 lit,- Cold (1111 it , :;.	 'flits rallf,l th'livl•1'y Uf vxlra vooling Call lit-
achit • ved by :I 	 healer ,ell Iht• ptlruun plty, which makes use it) ' I.he well-known :nlpet•I'luid
helium "fountain-uflccl ."
Porous Pl us,
The use ofa porous material as a superfluid helium flow control duvire is discussed fn
t	 detail ols,-whv ro. 	 11.2,'11 Briefly, tit, -i-nuid fiol sum atlougt:: it, Now through Illo very SiviII
p lult pores driven by Iho vapor prraunro within Ihv liquid ves::cl. 	 Kvnpnral fan tin the Vvol
Ilo(- (doan:u roans) nfdc o:nlry:: t-urrl hqg :111,1 a sillall louqu • rcll Oro )'.radi, • nl arru:;n III,- plug. 'Ii1is
resullr, fn it 	 1' r Iuunlnio pre:;surc I^r:Idiom Jirart o.l 411)n1 ream, which
restrains i'loid flow. Thc cooling, due 1(1 evcyulra!ion is o(1nmmnirntod Inick In the fluid bath
by the high thernal cuudoclivily of rhv Ilquill In o-ho 1)(11'0s.
W114-41	 f:: ill cool :1' • I will, Ifs• np:u r,•aw ;ill(. ,J' III,- plug. a:: when Ilio lit
	
w	 cxpol•fmanl i:: oil l!, • I • hurl :uulal ltlrl,ilor vorlivnl) (it' In how g,rnvfty	 Ihr t•vapurat inn lakr::
	
,,fD6{
	
place ell Iho ,luwnal ream ply, :ao•I:tr:•, amt holiuut Iluw:; Ihrungh lh,• phl j , :1'l rol:tivrly lilgh
density liquid.	 When lilt- exporitm-nl f:l vcrtiral (UrhJler er Spnroinb horixonl:ll), bile liquid-
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Crev surlsvo :+I wit ch evapor:u ion takes If ave w I I I lie 	 Life dvwar. 'I'hc porous plug
/Ill by ivqulrvd la pass the flame mass flow rate, but In the Corm of lower density cold gas.
I'hc plug surface area must be rho p vn lari •,v enough 1t. pe"Illit Lhe )-,its flow with an acceptably
low pressure Jnq+. We will select a plus; with 5-lO "fit diameter pores, and an vsLimated
+	 surface area Of about 75 can'.
t	 Prelaunch cryoyvuic Support VUSICLIUps
Cryup,vul y ttca • viciup, of Iho 11('1' vxpor huvnl bofol'e launch presents ;I 	 of unusual and
chnllvty;hlg regnirvinentn which are !;hart-d with a second Spucclah 2 experiment whose objective
is  to invu;ure cvrtaCo pruperllvs nt ::upt-rflu'•1 hvllum lit 	 gravity. We will coordinate
our ground servicing, functions .end apparatus with the nuperfluld physics experiment.. Spacc-
f
1
Ill, 7 wi l l be	 ully asstaublvd hill) a :;iug.le slruclural out ity L+ Ihv Operru Ions .Inv Cher+tout.
1	 (lh^l:) fat,i I i I y nl KrnnvdY Npart. Ia•ul or	 Unrilp^ I ho OM: upvrll lull:; wt. wi I I rvavual e. gory;
.wd lull t.;l I  I I I I Iht- t-xptI lun•ul wllb 1,11,-at 4,7K by moan:; ill wulvvnl iunal )%r, I 	 support
vyutpns • nl (OSP:).	 Loll , In III,- ONC vyvlo (:II abuul 1') days brlurt- I(IIIII011) the hvlitml will be
uuuvvl • t t-d (11:ngturl lull 6y pumping, Ihruup,h the vent Ilavu with :I
	
CSI! pump.	 Profit leisS
duly
 tin un111 tilt- 1111;ill mission is vumq+lvlt-d life superfluid must he maintained at a pressure
boluw 'IS tort • . by active pumping;.	 II' pumping Is stopped, :u; when pump power is incerrupled,
the superfluid will rapidly warm. We have oslimuled that pumping can be slopped once for
u	 aabout 4 hors duration or for 	 number nl' shorter periods, before Zhu helium will warm to the
lambda Ivngmrat m'o and Iho puruns plug, will to longer operate property. A direct. drlvL rutury
vatic vacuum pimp wi 11 be provided lit file vent tube ouLlvt of Ilie viper intent. During prelaunch
oparat Ions tilt-puny will upvriv wilh as few Interrupt tuns as possible. oil
	
the oxpvri-
ntcml wi I I . ill course, be punlpvd by till- vacuu11l of space.
When the Ot,C alisvisbly ;"lit tests arc cungtleted, the Spacetab Y payload will be transported
In a xpvvial t-nclnred can'rivr (to 	 Orbilvr Processing facility (OI'f) where it will be
installed tale the 0rbitur vvhielc. 'Throughout these uperal tuns elvel rival power must be
provided for till ,
 on-board vitcunm pump by ;In auxiliary power ctlblu and power supply. The
I
I	 experiment will he cunnecLed to two special Orbiter services: (1) a 115 VAC electrical cun-
j	 nection for the pump via the aft 'I'- u umbilical plug which diseonneeLs aI launch: and (2) a
vent pipe which cnnducls Ihv vent inp, hot film overboard through 41 midhudy panel.	 liven in
sport- • pul p y+inp, will lit-vin Ihi:: pilot . It, pruvvnl tilt, helium from dkitirbtng, any of the astru-
J
r	 unliCill hoof rumenls. 	 The vonl ^Iliv will by uh:u •ed with the superfluill ploysirs experimtvnt.
in Ihc OI'C' at about tell Clays bolero launch we will Lop-off the dewar wiLh superfluid.
When Orbiter checkout is cumplvlcd. Iho payload hay doors will lie closed. and the Orbiter
will be nu+vvd It. the Vuhicle Aasuatbiy BuIldlog'. There it will be rotated none up and mated
to the Fill
	
'Yl Cron 	 and I	 d ;L.wo Sul ill 	 Ituostors on the launch platform. The ground s(de
,I of the 'T-O umbilical connect icn will then be attached to the Orbiter. 'Through most of rouse
activilics AC power is to be nminlainad andIho pump will operate. Only during power Change-
Over, while Ihv Orbiter is being rulnlvd to life Vert teal, and while explusivu 1-vices ary
living, installed mold the pump be lurnvd ofl'.
-^	 The Orbiter will be rolled Iu Ihc munch pad, again wi Lh the pump powered through Life;'-0
umbilical and vented through the noidbudv umbilical panel. On the launch pad Ihc • pump and
valve operation is cunirulled from the lattnvh control venter	 A few mloutes before launch
Ihv vacuum p p will	 sloppe	 isd.	 olated by va vsi , and not used again. When the Orbiter
renche:; an al oo
	
by
I itudo al which [ht- ;OUmspheric pressure is below five turr• :I 	 ft, switch
Will Open of valvv between Lhe experiment vent tube and Lhe overboard vent. This will permit
(^.	
pumping on the superfluid to resume svvcral hours before t.ho Spact-lal, Is activated
!	 We will monitor and control the cryogenics during, lift • mission fruit the g •,round in the
1	 Spacclah I'ayl.:od Opvr.ol Ions Cunt rot Cenl cr (1 1 0CC).	 Kinergcnoy tnunil wring and anal rol will
also he possibl y Iry the tin-bunl'd Payload Special tilts (sclant Is( s o ) .	 Shortly hvl`ore loading;
the expurlmvot will be !;I
	
the vacuum cover st-aled, and Ihv vent valves closed. The
rel ter valves tin Ihv vent. lines will permit Lac experiment to worm till
	 :Ind untended.
Conc• I us ion
'; l ift , I ,
 ryng:•n ii :•v: ;I em for Ihv !;part I;ih ! Infrared Tel eseopv Iixperimcnl ha:; bucu designed
an :I low.. nsl approach I  Iho• :u ura;;e ill lului,l hcl lam door ing Iho• props rnl Inn of :, Spacvlub
pnyluad I'nr laun IIc :a	 hI 	 Io supply .11' :nlrqualt- soul ing, It a :Ot-pnrate mi'l'e r•d T, - I uscope fill'
the durnI ion tit .1 tap 1val Spat • o lr;h nci:;:;ion. .'fife rt-nuil is :I sysI om which will : ;al to;fy the
rvqui
 l'1-1111•I I I:; Of Ih t- IRT and al no ho capable ill' fern isi+toog caul in g• 10 a Va I,!vIY to l' Cul low -oil
(( 	Spart-lub vxperinornl:;. 	 it is vtpvcI vd Ih:u ;I:; Iit- Spave Iail aunt Spaet . Tri l l I!, porinl ion Sys1 oW
I l4	 ^.ig,hl props. nu 111.11 ores, 1'1 iphl J11 j , nt !till:; wi t I invrense ;Ind I,reI nxnrh preparat Lon t ivies wit t
.,ecrcase. The superfluid hel ism s y stt-nt dt-scrlbed herein should b y r;q+ahle of sal isfying,
experiment 111-1 iuul Vo)OIVII rt-frig,c • rai ion requirentenls For Ihc ncxl sevvral years.
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C. R. Karr and J. E. Hendricks
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E. W. Urban, L. Katz, and D. Ladner
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Tice development of a scanning Infrared Telescope ( IRT) experi-
ment which will be flown on the Shuttle Spncelab 2 mission has
progressed to the point that the major cryogenic sub-systems
have been designed and manufactured. Thermal performance tests
have been completed on the cryostat sub-system which will house
the optics and infrared detectors. The dower sub-system has
been manufactured and the thermal performance tests will be
made in mid 1980 after the transfer assembly sub-system has
been assembLr. onto the dewar sub-system. This paper reports
on (1) the present development of the cryogenic sub-systems,
(2) tice results from the analytic model which predicts the
thermal performance of the sub -system, and (3) the results of
the thermal performance tests of the cryostat sub-system.
INTRODUCTION
The infrared telescope ( IRT) experiment is to be flown on the Shuttle Spacelab 2
flight with the major science goal of mapping the infrared sources over a large area
of the sky in several wavelength bands out to 120 Um. Another major goal of the ex-
periment is to prove the technological capabi
l
ity of providing 2K cryogenic support
for the periods of time associated with shuttle flights. The cryogenic system which
has been designed for this experiment is one which has the capability to provide
coolant at near 2K to the IRT experimental sub-system and to also provide the
necessary thermal stations to cool the optics to 8K and the telescope .
 baffle tube to
60K. The cryogenic system is designed to accept the infrared telescope sub-system
its a separate complete unit which simply bolts onto the necessary heat stations.
Another feature of rile cryogenic system lit
	 capability of providing varying
amounts of coolant to accommodate it 	 range of heat Land requirements. This cap-
ability also means that future experiments could readily be accommodated even though
they may require levels of coolant flow different than that of the present science
package. A third important feature of the cryogenic system is the capability of
providing coolant through a flexible joint which was required for the IRT mcience
package because of the need to scan the IRT optics + 450 with respect to the shuttle
platform. The flexible coolant joint has the advantage of allowing the large helium
storage dewar to remain stationary, while the smaller science package is scanned,
thus reducing the mass ohich must he scanned.
This paper reports on the present development or, the IRT cryagent e
 system, the pre-
dicted performance of the system, and the •
 results of thermal performance tests that
have been completed on the cryostat sub-system.
PRESENT DEVELOPMENT OF THE CRYOGENIC SYSTEM FOR IRT EXPERIMENT
As reported in earlier papers [1,21, the IRT cryogenic system consists of three
major components ( see Figure 1): 1) the 250 liter storage dewar which contains liquid
helium II (superfluid helium) at approximately 1.6K in equilibrium with its vapor at
a pressure of approximately 6 torr, 2) the Transfer Assembly (TA) which provides for
the phase separation of the liquid helium via a porous plug device, provides for the
rotating joint, provides the necessary valuing for filling and venting the dewar,I
VC
,ll
and also provides heat exchangers for cooling the dewar, and 3) the cryostat vhich
contains various thermal stations to which the science package is attached, Since
the final design nr These components dl.ffer little from the preliminary design re-
Y
	
	 ported previously il, ;, this paper will report on the pr,r.e.icted performance of the
cryogenic system and the results obtained in early cryogenic tests on the cryostat .
r	 Huh-system. The present stntus of the experiment development is that (1) the dewar
,1	 has been designed, manufactured and delivered to NASA/MSFC; (2) the cryostnt hasbeen designed, manufactured, tasted cryogenically at NASA /MSPC, and delivered to the
University of Arizona where the optics and detectors will be inserted and tested
(see reference [31 for details on the IRT experiment package); (3) the Transfer
F
	
	 Assembly has been designed, is being manufactured, will be assembled onto the dewar
In mid 1980, and will undergo thermal testing soon after installation.
PREDICTED PERFORMANCE OF THE IRT CRYOGENIC SYSTEM
A computer program has been prepared to simulate the performance of the cryogenic
system for a wide range of possible operating conditions. The program is based on
the beat balance at each of the system heat exchangers. The dewar-TA system has
three heat exchangers while the cryostat has four. The heat balance on a given heat
exchanger is given by
liikf cp (Tn
 - Tn-.l)
	
Ci 
n (Ti - Tn ) +	 Ri n (T4 - Tn)	 a)
'
	
	 where mk represents either the dewar flow (ml ) or the cryostat flow (m2 ), cp is the
specific heat of the helium gas, Gi,a represents the conduction heat transfer co-
efficient between the heat station at Ti and the heat station at Tn, and Ri,n
represents the radiative heat transfer coefficient between the ith and nth heat
station. Tile primary conduction and radiation paths for each heat exchanger is .
between those heat stations directly above and below in temperature. Notable ex-
ceptions to this pattern is the radiation onto the lower telescope tube during times
that rile vacuum cover is closed and certain support strapes that have conduction
paths through neighboring heat shields. The total. mass f `.f)w rate (m = ml + m 2 ) is
governed by the heat balance for the dewar liquid vessel given by
411,_
	 Cl'i (Ti - T 1 ) +	 Rl'i (Ti - Ti)	 (2)
where L is the latent. heat of vaporization of liquid helium at temperature Ti. A
set of equations call 	 be developed for the dewar system given by Equation 2 for
the inner vessel and three equntions of the type given in Equation 1 to represent
(p	 the heat balance of the three heat exchangers. Equation 1 applied to foe dewar will
'1f	have inl .
 - sm where s represents the fraction of total helium boil off sent to the
dewar heat exchangers. Assuming that the outer case temperature is given and the .
Liquid helium temperature T1 is given, we obtain, for the dewar, a set of four
equations in four unknowns of the form
R  (m, T 2 , T3 , T4
	0, 1 = 1 , 4	 (3)
where T2, T3, and T4 are the unknown temperature of the three dewar heat exchangers.
The cryostat will receive a mass flow of 62 - (1-s) m where m is determined from the
solution to Equation 3. Thus, the cryostat has a set of type 1 equations represent-
ing the heat balance of the four heat exchangers given by
R  (T6 , T 7 , T81 T9) = 0, 1 = 5,6,7,8
	 (4)
where T6, T7, T8, and T9 are the unknown temperatures for the four cryostat heat ex-
changers.
The dewar and cryostat sets of equations can be solved separately and in a similar
fnshloo. The egonrions are found to Id- jiltebri.c and non-linear which requires that
I^
i
an iterative technique be used for numerical solution. A Newton-Raphson method was
chosen In which the residuals given in Equations 3 and 4 are differentiated with
respect to the given unknowns to form, for each R i , the following equation
DR	 aR
8Y1 (6Y 11 + By	 (dY2 )	 m -Ri 	(5)1	 2
where YS represents the unknowns. This set of equations is solved for the correc-
tions, 6Y 1 , to be used to provide a new valve of Y i at the nth iteration, given by,
YLn) o Y (n-1) + (6Y I ) (n)
	 6)
The above procedure was found to converge rapidly.
The results from the computer program applied to tha dewar are as shown in Figure 2
which shows the heat stnti.on temperatures for various values of s, the fraction of
hel.lum boil off which is directed back to the dewar heat exchangers. Figure 3 shows
how the total helium boil off is effected by the value of s and illustrates one of
the primary controls of total muss flow rate for the system. As the dewar heat ex-
changer flow is reduced, the total boil off is increased resulting in an even
greater amount of coolant to the experiment package.
Figure 4 shows the results obtained from the computer program applied to the cryo-
stat system. The results show how the cryostat system responds to increased coolant
flow with the expected effect of lower temperatures for the upper and lower tubes.
The resu l ts in Figure 4 are for the case of constant inlet t..mperat.ure of 2.5K.
TUEDIAI, PERFORMANCE TESTING OF THE CRYOSTAT
The cryostat was tested as a separate unit by use of a transfer-assembly substitute
which allowed helium to be supplied from an ordinary helium dewar. The substitute
allowed for early testing of the cryostat sub-system, independent of the dewar-
transfer-assembly development. The inlet temperature and mast. flow rate were
^I	 monitored as were the temperatures of the vapor cooled shields and the temperature
number of steady state conditions. The results show, that the cryostat is running a
little hotter than expected which will require that some modifications to the com-
puter program will have to be made.
illlf	 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The results shown in the above indicate that the computer simulation is a tool which
can be used to predict the dewar-transfer-assembly performance. The results of the 	 I
thermal. performance tests on the dewar-transfer-assembly will be used to adjust cer-
tain system parameters within the program. The final computer program will be used
tLli	
to predict the performance of the cryogenic system for the complete experiment
history which consists of the following major phases: i
1. The horizontal prelaunch phase after filling with superfluid and while the 	 q
porous plug is not in contact with the liquid. 	 j
i	 f
2. The vertical prelaunch phase wheh the shuttle is erected Just prior to launch.
Thu superf.luld plug Is then in contact with the liquid. The cryoxLat vacuum
cover in still in place.
3. The open-cover space phase when the cryostat vacuum cover is remnved.
4. The closed-cover space phase when the cover has to be closed periodically to
protect the optics from hot objects ..r contamination.
All of the above phases result in different rates of helium usage and temperature
distribution in the system. The test program described above and the computer
1:	
C-3
in
r
Line
Line
Li ne
it t
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simulation will. provide information on this helium usage and will be used in the
development of ground support and prelaunch operations requirements.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE HELIUM II DEWAR SUBSYSTEM FOR THE SPACELAB 2
INFRARED TELESCOPE
Gerald R. Karr and John B. Hendricks
University of Alabama in Huntsville, Huntsville, Alabama 35099, U.S.A.
3i Eugene W. Urban and Dan R. Ladner
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Ci !nter, Alabama 35812, U.S.A.
^j The 250 liter flight Dewar of the scanning Infrared
Telescope (IRT) for Spacelab 2 shuttle flight has
undergone cryogenic testing with helium II under
thermal conditions
	 ;imulacing flight operation.	 The
thermal performance tests show that lifetime is more
than adequate to provide the 2K environment required
by the infrared detectors.
	 This paper presents data
1 obtained during the thermal performance testing. 	 Data
was taken on helium flow rates and vapor cooled shieldC temperatures as a function of time. 	 The date showsthe approach to equilibrium after filling, and conver-
sion operations.
INTRODUCTION
The Spacelab 2 infrared telescope (IRT) is a Space Shuttle payload
with the major science goals of mappir;r diffuse, low surface brightness
infrared sources over a larep: area of the sky in several wavelength
bands out to 120 um and measirine the iioErared contamination environ-
ment of the Shuttle [1,2]. 	 ., second wa)or goal of the first flight of
the IRT experiment will be t-) prove ::he technological capability of
providing 2K cryogen in zero gravity for the duration of a typical
shuttle flight.
	 The design )f the cryogenic system for IRT is unique
in that the 250 liter Dewar zontaining the liquid helium is a separate
from the cryostat which contains the IRT optics and detectors.
J
r^
unit
The system design was descri. oed in Detail at ICEC7 [3].	 Since the
experiment consists of these two separate units (Dewar subsystem and
cryostat subsystem) the development of the units could be separated.
The cryostat was developed first, and cryogenic testing, completed in
1980,.was reported at ICEC8 [4]. 	 The cryostat was then delivered to
have the telescope and detectors installed and tested.	 During the
tele, cope installation and testing, the'Dewar subsystem was developed
and tested.	 This paper reports on the •zesults of the initial cryogenic
tests performed on the Dewar subsystem.
TESTING OF IRT DEWAR SUBSYSTEM
The purpose of the cryogenic testing of the IRT Dewar subsystem has
been to measure the performance Under conditions simulating those of
the actual flight and also simulating the procedures required to ser-
vice the experiement prior to flight.	 The typical shuttle flight will
involve about seven days in space. 	 Prior to launch, the Dever must be
filled with superfluid helium and maintained for a period of perhaps
seven to fourteen days. 	 The superfluid state is maintained during
these ground operations by a vacuum pump which will fly with the ex-
periment [ 1].	 The testing programs of the Dewar has involved filling
with normal. liquid helium, conversion of the liquid helium to
f
RS
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superfluid, and topping off of the Dewar. 	 The performance of the Dewar
was monitored during the various operations and durib
	 the approach to
steady state.	 Data taken included the flow rate of the helium, volume
and temperature of the liquid helium vapor cooled shields (Figure 1).
Since in flight a fraction of the Dewar exhaust gas is Bent to the
cryostat, while the remaining flow cools the vapor cooled shiei.ds,
testa were performed in which a faction of the helium boil-off was
tjI diverted through the fill line (Figure 1).
E
RESULTS
The temperatures and flow rate data versus time immediately after fil-
ling the Dewar with normal liquid helium are shown in figure 2. 	 The
shield temperatures show an approach to steady state that requires
about 12 days. The vent flow rate at steady state was measured to be
12 mg/sec.	 The corresponding evaporation rate and heat input were
14.1 mg/sec. and 296 mW, respectively. 	 There is evidence that thermo
acoustic oscillations (TAO) are present, increasing the boil off rate
somewhat.	 Figure 3 shows the temperatures and flow data versus time
immediately after pumping was initiated to convert the liquid to
superfluid.	 During the Pumping, the shield temperatures drop cc very
If
low values which then take the order of a.week to stabilize. 	 The con-
requires about 6 hours.	 At 1.6K the Dewar steady state per-
fj	 I and	 mgformance was found to correspo  to 8.3  /sec, boil-off and 191 mWP 	 .heat input.	 If the Dewar were operatured by itself, the boil-off rate
f gives a 50 day lifetime for an initially full Dewar. 	 Figure 4 shows
the temperatures and flow data for a ldivided flow simulation.	 'dhen
flow is diverted from the Dewar shields, the performance naturally
j degrades, resulting in an increased boil-off rate.
Our data were complicated by the development of a small superfluid
helium leak in the Dewar plumbing which decreased the efficiency of 	 Y
CC
I.;
part of the Dewargguard vacuum and contributed to the higher to:al
".boil-off.	 1•igure 4 shows, for example, that when half the totsflow
was diverted from the Dewar shields, tLe total flow rate was 22 0
mg/sec., corresponding to a heat leak of 462 mW and a full Dewar life-
time of 19 days. 	 i
'e
I CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS	 d1l
The Dewar subsystem of the IRT operates essentially as predicted. When 	 s,
the superfluid leak is repaired, the cryogenic performance will be 	 }
adequate to supply the 2K cryogenic requirements of the shuttle flight. 	 1`
When the leak is repaired and certain other modifications are complete,
a Dewar subsystem reverification will be performed in mid 1982.	 Then
the cryostat containing-the infrared telescope will be assembled to
the Dewar and full system tests conducted in late 1982. 	 Extensive
cryogenic testing will then be made for various cryostat flows.	 The
numerical simulation will be modified to reflect the measured pt:r-
formance of the Dewar and cryostat.
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APPENDIX E
1983 SPACE HELIUM DEWAR
CRYOGENIC PERFORMANCE TESTING OF THE INFRARED TELESCOPE (IRT)
FOR SPACELAB 2
E *W. Urban, D. :adner, J. Jolley, and M.D. Armstrong
HASA/Meirshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
J. Hendricks and G. Karr
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
The Small Helium Cooled Infrared Telescope (IRT), to be flown on the
Spacelab 2 mission in March, 1985, employs a novel cryogenic system
consisting of a fixed superfluid helium dewar and a separate articulated
dewar, called the cryostat, which contains the infrared optics. The
cryostat is cooled by cold helium vapor delivered across a rotary
connection from the dewar. This design, dictated by performance and cost
constraints, and the special requirements for prelaunch servicing in the
Space Shuttle have led to a number of unusual test conditions and
performance resulte.1,2,3,4
j
	
	
The IRT, which is a joint venture of the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory, the University of Arizona and MSFC, is now fully assembled at
MSFC and cryogenic performance testing is about to begin. The two
cryogenic subsystems having previously been tested separately, This paper
reviews the system performance requirements, design and the results of
testing to date.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A model of the IRT is shown in Figure 1 and a schematic is shown in
Figure 2. The 200 liter dewar subsystem, consisting of,a dewar vessel and
a transfer assembly containing flow control plumbing, is fixed to the main
experiment structure. The cryostat subsystem, consisting of the cryostat,
the optical components, vacuum cover and sunshade, is mounted in a set of
bearings and is scanned from side to siete &erase the sky at 6 degrees per
second by a scan drive motor. The separation of the two cryogenic
9
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subsystems was dictated by this scanning motion, since we could not
tolerate the continuous fluid sloshing which would result from scanning
((	 the dewar.
In the following, we will describe the two cryogenic subsystems more
fully, the results of subsystem performance tests, and predictions of
prelaunch and mission lifetimes.
CRYOSTAT
The cryostat was purchased from Cryogenic Associates (CA) to a
specification which defined and controlled the mechanical/thermal
interfaces, but which left the detailed design and fabrication process to
We ;liscretion, and placed on them no burden of meeting a minimum
performance goal. As a result, the cryostat cost was quite low by
aerospace standards. Figure 3 is a schematic of the cryostat subsystem,
the cryostat being that part below the vacuum cover avid shroud. It
employe standard fabrication methods with glued aluminur to G11
fiberglass-epoxy joints, and four aluminum vapor cooled shields (VCS)
which are wrapped with NRC-2 multilayer insulation.
Cold helium gas enters the cryostat through a rotary connection,
((	 described below, on the scan axis, cooling first a cold finger provided to
CA by the University of Arizona. The focal plane assembly, containing ten
infrared detectors, field optics and preamplifiers, is fastened to the
cold finger and, during infrared observing periods, must remain at a
temperature of 3.0 K or less. The cold gas next enters an aluminum heat
exchanger (8 K) and structural ring, which is glued to a large diameter
fiberglas-epoxy tube glued in turn to the next warmer heat exchanger ring
((	 (60 K). The lower section of the IR telescope with mirror is bolted to
U the 8 K ring, and it is surrounded by the innermost VCS welded to the 8 K
ring.
The cold gas next enters the 60 K heat exchanger ring, to which the
upper telescope tube is bolted and a VCS is welded. The upper telescope
tube must operate during scientific observations at a temperature no
warmer than 60 K to keep its radiant load on to the lower telescope tube
less than about. 50 mW. At 60 K the upper tube absorbs about 1.1 W from
the Sunshade.
After leaving the 60 K heat exchanger, the helium gas passes through
two additional heat exchanger rings, to each of which is welded a VCS, and
then exits the cryostat. It is then conducted across the rotary interface
to a flow control valve, V1.
To reduce the conduction of heat between adjacent heat exchanger
rings in the cryostat, the venting gas passes through stainless steel
tubing. An aluminum-to-stainless steel transition at the inlet and outlet
of each ring joins the dissimilar tubing.
E-2
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The two telesope tube/baffle sections are installed through the large
open top of the cryostat which is exposed when the vacuum cover is
removed. The focal plane is then fastened to the cold finger and aligned
with the m,lrror through an access port in the side of the cryostat. The
access port consists of removable, MLI-covered plates in three of the four
VCS, end an external vacuum seal port carrying hemmetic electrical
connectors. The electrical cable bundle from the focal plane is heat
stationed on each VCS at the access port.
The cryostat was tested thermally prior to and following the
installation of the optical components. Temperatures of the three coldest
VCS and of the cold finger are measured by ge mianium resistance
theamometers (GRT) and platinum resistance thereometere (PRT). A dewar
substitute device was connected to the gas inlet appendage to deliver a
controlled flow of 2-3 K gas to the cryostat. This device was difficult
to control and we could not be certain of the quality of the fluid
reaching the cold finger. The optical components cooled and approximately
stabilised at acceptably low temperatures when the mass flow rate was
estimated to be about 15 mg/s. This flow rate is used in the system
performance prediction made below. A more precise dete mmination of the
cryostat perfomnance will be made during the system cryogenic tests soon
to be started.
DEWAR SUBSYSTEM
The dewar, which is the lower part of the subsystem, shown in Figure
4, was also purchased from CA in the Same mode as was the cryostat. The
inner liquid vessel, which has an internal volume of 250 liters, is
suspended from a top plate by a fiberglass/epoxy and aluminum tube, and is
restrained at the bottom by three fiberglass/epoxy tension straps
identical to those used in the Infrared Astronomical Satellite dewar.
Three MLI-wrapped aluminum VCS with nominal design temperatures of 20 K,
60 K and 120 K surround the liquid container, connect to the neck
Structure of the aluminum rings and extend up within the neck to interface
rings where the TA VCS are connected. Straight fill and vent tubes extend
from above these interface rings through the center of the neck tube,
t,exminating at the bottom and top, respectively, of the liquid vessel.
Since the dewar could not be operated. without the Transfer Assembly
((;	 (TA), the upper part of the subsystem (Figure 4), being in place, the
1.'	 dewar was also purchased with no cryogenic performance Specifications.
44	 The basic structural and thermal design was jointly controlled by MSFC and
CA, but fabrication details were at CA's discretion. only vacuum
{(	 integrity tests and a warm proof pressure test of the dewar were required
`	 to be performed. No instrumentation was included in the dower.
.Y
	
	The most complex cryogenic element of the IRT system is the TA, which
was designed, fabricated and installed by the University of Alabama in
Huntsville (UAH) group. The TA consists of an outer aluminum case and
dame which bolt to and complete the dewar vacuum jackets three nested
1	 aluminum tube, each having a heat exchanger channel around its top
a	
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circumference, and each bolting to one of the dewar VCS extensional and a
stainless steel plumbing module within the inner tub. The module contains
two welded aluminum burst diaphragms, three bellows sealed manual valves,
a porous plug5,6 module with thermometers, a helical gas line to carry
the crycetat cooling gas, a gas manifold and a charcoal cryopump. Several
individual components are removable and the entire plumbing module can be
removed from the TA. All demountable joints are Varian Mini-conflat
ultra-high vacuum flanges with copper gaskets. As in the cryostat,
stainless steel tubing connects the aluminum heat exchangers, with Al-SS
transitions providing the connections.
When the dewar subsystem was initially assembled, a superconducting
liquid level probe and a GRT were inserted down the vent line into the
dewar, the wiring being brought out, through a TA cable bundle together
with wires from thermometers and a heater in the porous plug module and a
thermometer on each VCS tub. This vent line and level proba arrangment
were adequate to permit filling of the dewar in the upright attitude,
after which the dewar could be turned on its side into the launch
attitude. A vertical loop (trap) in the vent tube within the TA was then
expected to prevent bulk liquid from reaching the porous plug prior to
superfluid conversion, or if venting was interrupted after conversion and
prior to launch.
After several subsystem performance tests had been made, as discussed
below, we learned that prelaunch servicing at the Kennedy Space Center
	
L i	 would have to be performed on the launch pad with the dewar lying on its
side. Clearly we could only load the 250 liter vessel half full in that
attitude because the original entrance to the vent tube was on the central
axis of the dewar, as noted on Figure 4. With the tight performance
	
^•	 margins and uncertainties in launch holds, we elected to modify the dewar
vent to permit loading more fluid. Accordingly we removed the TA plumbing
module and the dewar depth probe with thermometer, replacing the latter
assembly with a new erectable vent line and short depth probe, having the
configuration shown in Figure 4. It is now possible to fill the dewar to
about 200 liter when the system is either in the launch attitude or
upright. The dewar must be at least half full before the level probe
begins to register. Prior to that time during filling we can determine
the statue of fluid flow into the dewar only by monitoring T1, which is a
calibrated GRT, and Vac Ion Gauge 1, which is mounted on the TA and gives
a sensitive indication as to when liquid is flowing in the fill lines
within the TA.
	
ri	 The porous plug, 516 also shown Li Figure 4 0 is the liquid/vapor
phase separator. It is 1.28 cm diameter, 0.64 an thick porous stainless
steel with a 0.5 µm filtration grade pores, welded into a stainless steel
	
^
y	 holder. GRT TS is located on the liquid or upstream side of the plug,
	
3(	 while GRT T6 and a 130 mW resistive heater H3 are mounted against the
vapor or downstream side of the plug.
U
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The three manual valves are V5, which bypasses e.ewar vent flow aroun4
the porous plug during servicing or conversions V7, + pha cold fill valve,
which isolates the wane end of the fill circuit from the cold environments
and V17, which bypasses flow from the fill line dirnctly to the vent line
and thus permits fill line chilldown during topof £ operations without
disturbing the liquid in the dower.
	 All three valves are actuated by
retractable rotary shafts.
	 When an actuator is inserted into its valve it
first depresses a spring-loaded detent lock, then engages the valve
proper.	 A nut on the warm end of the actuator permits accurate closure
r torques to be applied.	 A valve closure torq +so of 9.0 inch-pounds has been
t
1^
1111
found to give repeatable, superfluid ts.ght s„als.
When the actuators are withdrawn MLI flaps on each VCS blanket close
to reduce radiation loads on the cold apparatus.
	 A valve actuator cover
is then installed. 	 It holds the three actuators in the retracted position
and can be evacuated to eliminate possible air leakage into the TA guard
vacuum past the actuator gland-: during the vibration of launch.
^.^ The rotary joint connection between the dewar and the cryostat,
identified in Figure 2, permits the scanning motion of the cryostat and
the delivery of the cold gas stream to the cold finger, while maintaining
a high vacuum seal for pre-launch testing and servicing.
	 A Ferrofluidic
high vacuum rotary seal connects the cryostat and the TA case, which
therefore share a common vacuum. 	 An MLI-wrapped extension of the inner TA
VCS protrudes through the bore of the rotary seal and nests without
contact between two of the cryostat VCS extensions.	 The MLI wrapped gas
line rums along the center of the shield extension which is the cryostat
' rotation axis.
	 The +45" rotation of the cryostat is accommodated in a 10
turn helical winding of the gas line within the TA plumbing module.
DEWAR SUBSYSTEM THERMAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
A series of thermal performance evaluations (TPE) were conducted with
the dewar subsystem and without the cryostat.	 The first five TPES's were
performed before the new curved vent line was installed, and two more were
done afterward to verify -he modifications.	 From these testa we
established the steady state performance of the dewar subsystem by itself
with normal liquid helium Me) and with superfluid (SHe) both in the
upright attitude and tilted to various angles to simulate launch and
zerc-g conditions.
	 In addition, we simulated the cooling of the cryostat.
A complete description of this TPE series will be available soon.
	 In this
paper we discuss a number of interesting highlights and the predicted
prelaunch and on-orbit performance of the complete cryogenic system.
Figure 5 is a summary of TPE I, performed with the dewar upright and
with normal helium.	 Plotted as a function of time in days are the bath
temperature, its the temperature of the three VCS, T2, T3, and T4,
respeetivelys the measured liquid level (LL) and the measured vent flaw
rate.	 As LHe filling proceeded, the VCS subcooled due to the high vent
E-5
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During TPE V we rotated the dewar into the horizontal or launch
attitude for the first time and subsequently, as part of the porous plug
performance test, we inverted the system. Although venting was only
through the dewar VCS, the average liquid evaporation rate was 21 mg/s,
confirming our suspicion that the dewar heat load had increased
significantly. In spite of the anomalous heat load we were abl p. to obtain
considerable porous plug and system performance data.
The geometry of the plumbing made the low gravity simulation somewhat
difficult. Consider Figure 4 with the original vent line entrance, the
plug situated about 90 cum fran the liquid vessel, and the vertical "fluid
trap" seen in Figure 4, in the fluid line just upstream of the plug. In
the launch attitude, up is to the left . To reach the plug liquid had to
flow over the trap due either to the net volume in the vessel or to the
tilt angle of the apparatus or both. To simulate low gravity behavior the
hydrostatic head of fluid in the system had to be near zero. Thus a test
in this orientation would require first rotating the dewar far enough to
pour liquid over the trap and establish a fluid column, then rotating back
to reduce the head. Figure 8 shows a typical set of plug and flow data in
this orientation. The tilt angle 8 had to be increased to about 98" from
vertical before the plug became wet and the flow rate increased
dramatically. The hydrostatic head (in parentheses) was 18.5 cm or 1.8
torr, plug temperatures T5 and T6 were unstable and were warmer than the
bath T1, in the vessel, which was warming slowly. Then, as 8 and the head
were reduced, the plug temperatures became stable and cooler than the bath
which began cooling. The downstream side of the plug (T6) was colder than
the upstream side (TS).
Figure 9 shows the same parameters when the system was inverted
making the trap a reservoir, rather than an obstacle. Hero TS remained
warmer than the bath and T6, initially colder than T5, suddenly became
much warmer than T5 and remained so while the bath and T5 cooled. In both
of these oases with a total flow rate of more than 20 mg/s the porous plug
operated as a fluid restraint and cooled the bath, so long as the
hydrostatic head was less than about 1.5 tort.
Following TPE V the system was modified as indicated earlier, to
incorporate the curved vent line, short liquid level probe, new GRT
thermometers, an adsorption cryopump, and a Vac-ion gauge on the TA case.
The suspected plumbing leak was located and was repaired by means of
Stycast 1266 epoxy. In addition the valve stems which had permitted air
to enter the plumbing during TPE I were reinstalled with improved seals.
TPE VI was intended to verify all of the modifications and repairs to
the system and to measure performance in the presence of a more realistic
parasitic heat load. The system was filled with liquid while in the
launch attitude, thus confirming our ability to load the experiment on the
launch pad. The first phase of the TPE was a steady state performance
test during which the temperatures and flow rate tracked those measured in
TPE II to better than 10%. Early in the test a prototype flight flowmeter
was connected to the experiments an unsuspected vacuum leak in the device
?RECEDING pAC;E BLANI{ NOT FILMED
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parmittel entry of enough air to contaminate the porous plug, though
to abort the test. As a result, the balance of this TPE consisted of ,.
second divided flow test, shown in Figure 10. At a cryostat equivalent
mass flow rate of 10.0 mg/s, the dewar flow rate settled at 5.0 mg/s for a
total flow rate of 15.0 mg/s. T2, the inner vapor cooled shield
temperature, was 63 K compared with its earlier value of 38-42 K (TPE II
and VI) when all vent flow (-.8.5 mg/s) was through the dewar VCS.
The primary objective of TPE VII was to determine the porous plug
perfounance, which could not be . measured in the previous TPE, as explained
above. First, during initial conversion to superfluid the plug bypass
valve was closed when T1 - 2.8 K and the mass flow rate was still greater
than 300 mg/s, in order to determine whether the system could be repumped
to superfluid through the plug alone, if warmup should occur at a time in
the prelaunch schedule beyond which we could not operate the cold manual
valves. The plug did in fact cool and carry the full flow as the bath
continued to cool to and below the lambda point.
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate typical data taken with the system in
the inverted attitude. In this case up is to the right in Figure 4 and
the trap is below the plug. At large tilt angles and high hydrostatic
heads ( not explicitly shown in the figures) the plug temperatures were
unstable and the bath was warning. we conclude that superfluid was being
forced through the plug. As the angle and head were reduced, the plug
temperatures became stable and the bath and flow rate decreased smoothly.
It is noteworthy that in this and similar conditions the upstream side of
the plug (T5) was colder than the bath, indicating a small thermal
resistance existed in the long vent tube between the bath and the plug,
and the downstream side of the plug (T6) was warmer than T5. This last
fact suggests that the liquid/vapor interface had receded into the plug
and the evolving gas was then warming slightly. The pressure dependence
of this process is seen in Figure 12. When the tilt angle and head were
increased very slightly, T6 abruptly cooled, the interface having been
pushed farther through the plug. More detailed analyses of these results
are found in the complete TPE series report.?
SYSTEM LIFETIME PREDICTIONS
Figure 13 is a summary plot of IRT system mass flow rates as a
function of the divided flow ratio, s - dewar flow rate/total flow rate.
The dashed lines are analytical predictions of performance based on early
calculations of the expected thermal characteristics of the dewar and
cryostat. They predicted that the steady state stand-alone ( s = 1) dewar
flow rate, F1, would be about 6.5 mg/s, and that to deliver 15 mg/s to the
cryostat, F2, the dewar would receive less than 4 mg/s.
The points shown are measured or estimated steady state data from the
various TPE ' s. Only TPE V1 gave reliable divided flow data at an
acceptable parasitic heat input. The solid curves are fits to the TPE VI
points and indicate that, if the cryostat requires F2 - 15 mg/s, then F1
5 mq/s and s - .25. The resulting total flow of 20 mg /s or 12 liters/day
':.^7
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means that if the dewar tan be filled to 150 liters of SHe at final
prelaunch servicing, full cooling could be delivered to the cryostat
continously for 12.5 days. If final servicing is completed 48 hours
before launch, then we will have a three day margin of liquid helium for
the seven day Spacelab 2 mission. If, on the other hand, the cryostat
requires 20 mg/s to keep the detectors cold enough, then Ftotal - 24 mg/s
or 14.4 liters/day, and the margin is reduced to 1.4 days for continuous,
full cooling.
In principle the fluid margin can be increased by changing the
settings of valves V1 and V2 and reducing cryostat flow during periods of
the mission when infrared observations are not being made. This will move
the system to larger values of s in Figure 13, permit the optical
components to ware somewhat, and conserve superfluid helium. However it
is not clear at this time how rapidly the infrared detectors and telescope
components will recool to acceptable temperatures, when cryostat flow is
again increased. Thus because of long thermal time constants we may have
to maintain relatively high net flows and a narrow performance margin in
order to insure that the infrared observations can be successfully
accomilished.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have reported briefly on the results of a series of
seven thernal perfo,nnance evaluations conducted over a period of 10 months
on the Infrared Telescope Dewar Subsystem. A large number of test
objectives were satisfied, including verification and refinement of
complex operating procedures, and measurement of quantitative performance
data for components and for the dewar subsystem. An important simulation
was made of the effect on the storage lifetime of the complete system when
cooling is delivered to the cryostat.
Assembly of the cryostat onto the dewar is in progress and will be
followed by cryogenic performance tests on the complete system. The dewar
subsystem TPE's reported here have served as a vital tool in preparing for
efficient and safe conduct of the system tests and of the flight mission
itself.
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DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
FOR THE INFRARED TELESCOPE FOR SPACE LAB 2
Gerald R. Karr and John B. Hendricks
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
INTRODUCTION
The infrared telescope (IRT) for Spacelab 2 is of unique cryo-
genic design in that the approximately 2K He gas is delivered to the
IR detectors from a superfluid supply dewar which is separate from
the telescope/detector unit. The usual design of an infrared tele-
scope system is for the telescope/detector unit to be an integral
part of the dewar with the telescope/detector emersed into the helium
bath. The IRT design has the advantage of decoupling disturbances
in the liquid helium bath from the IR detector. Another advantage
for IRT was that the telescope/detector design, fabrication, and
testing could be carried out completely independent of the dewar
development. The design of the IRT telescope/detector unit (called
cryostat) was performed assuming that gaseous Helium at 2°K:would
be made available at the inlet to the cryostat at a flow rate that
could be varied from zero to 40 mg/sec. The supply dewar was designed
so that standard commercial construction methods could be used. The
dewar contained no valves or heat exchanges in order to simplify the
design and reduce costs. The interfacing of the storage dewar with
the cryostat is the function of what is termed the transfer assembly.
The transfer assembly (TA) provides for the essential IRT system
functions listed in Table I. Table I also shows a list of devices
contained in the transfer assembly which serve to provide the required
function. In the following, we report on the design and performance
of the various units of the IRT transfer assembly. i?igure 1 is a
schematic of the transfer assembly showing the major components, the
flow passages and vacuum spaces.
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TABLE I
TRANSFER ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONS AND DEVICES
2
FUNCTIONS
1. Phase separation of liquid
gaseous Helium.
2. Control of flow rate of helium
to IR detector.
3. Active and passive radiation
sheilding.
4. Filling, venting, and top-off.
5. Monitor performance.
6. Vacuum integrity.
DEVICES
Porous Plug.
Manifold.
Heat exchangers (three) attached
to shields and MLI.
Thermally isolated cold valves
(three) and vacuum jacketed
warm valves (two).
Five germanium and one diode
thermometer. One depth probe.
Electrical feed throughs with
o-rings (warm), miniconflats
(cold), rotating seals for gas
line and shaft seals for cold
valve operations, flexible
bellows, cryopump.
7. Burst Protection.	 Cold burst disks on two inde-	 R
pendent paths. Warm relief
valves three.
8. Low thermal conduction 	 Fiberglass necktube, long path
between shields and to liquid	 length, stainless steel thin
volume.	 walled tubing and heat exchangers
with transitions to aluminum.
Porous Plug Module
The porous plug serves as the phase separation device. The theory
and performance of porous plug is discussed in another paper at this
conference. ) The plug employed in the IRT is 1/16" thick porous
stainless steel of one inch diameter. The plug was welded into a plug
module. The glug module has one inlet and one outlet terminated
by mini-conflat flanges with copper gaskets. The plug module also
has two instrumentation ports (,one for each side of the plug) which
are sealed using mini-conflat type flanges with copper gaskets. The
instrument ports have devices for holding germanium therometers against
the plug surface under a spring force.
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3t: Plumbing Module
The plumbing module is a removable unit containing the gas mani-
^^^ fold, ,cold valves, ,i^d cold burst disks.	 Figure 2 shows the plumbing
module with the por .b plug module attached.	 The TA manifold serves
a variety of functions depending on the mode of operation.
	
The mani-
fold serves as the cold structural unit to which all the cold valves
and plumbing are attached. 	 The stainless steel manifold is bolted
directly onto the central aluminum support tube which in turn is
rigidly attached to the 200 liter aluminum liquid 	 storage vessel.
6 The gas side of the porous plug attaches to the manifold and the liquid
side of the plug module attaches to the liquid supply line leading
from the storage vessel. 	 Gas from the porous plug flows into and
through the manifold and out via two possible paths. 	 One path out
of the manifold leads to the helix which then delievers gas to the'
	 .
IR detector.	 The other path is through the dewar heal: exchanges
which cool the dews	 and TA radiation shields.
The cold fill, vent (plug bypass), and dewar bypass valves are
attached to the manifold allowing filling and vapor venting during
fill operations.
	
The porous plug is bypassed by the vent valve
during the high vapor flow experienced during the filling and top-
off operations.	 The dewar bypass valve allows for precooling of all
the TA plumbing and heat exchanges prior to dewar top-off. 	 Prior to
launch, all cold valves are closed and the fill line is evacuated.
r The vacuum in the fill line is sealed at the warm end by a warm low
^ 14 pressure (3 psi) relief valve.	 A similar relief valve is placed on
the vent line.	 During filling, top-off, and pump down activities
the vent line is pumped via large capacity pumps connected directly
C
to the vent line at the TA outer case. 	 Prior to launch the TA vent
if line access is sealed with the warm relief while the low vent-line
pressure is maintained by an onboard vacuum pump. 	 Thermal isolation
of the cold valves is achieved by using manually operated valve stems
which are retractable through holes in the radiation shields. 	 The
holes are radiatively blocked with MLI flaps. 	 A rotating and sliding
vacuum seal is provided for the valve stems at the top of the TA.
One cold burst disk contained in the plumbing module provides a
relief path should the plug fail to pass liquid or vapor.	 Another
cold burst disk provides for a relief path past the fill line cold
valve.	 The two burst disks relieve into the vent and fill lines
respectively which are then relieved by the warm low pressure relief
valves discussed above.
t
f
x	 Helix Module
A
	
	
A device called the helix module is designed to provide for
passage of the cold helium gas through the rotating interface between
the TA and the . cryostat. The helix module has mini-conflat inlet and
outlet flanges with copper seals. Cold gas from the manifold travels
I
I	 r
	
`,me, r
n
to the helix module inlet. The gas then travels through 1/8" stainless
	 4
steel thin wall tubing wound in a helix of three inch diameter having
ten turns.
	
The helix is designed to allow for ± 45 0
 cyclic rotation
.) along the axis of the helix.	 The number of helix windings was
determined such that the stainless tube was stressed well below the
fatigue limit.
Dewar Heat Exchanges Units
Gas may leave the manifold either through the helix or through
the dewar heat exchanges.
	 The control of the flow rates out these
two paths is achieved by flow control valves on the vent lines of
(I both the cryostat and the dewar. 	 These flow control valves are
motor operated and are at room temperature housed in a heated flow
control box attached to the flight structure.
The dewar hea	 exchangers recieve gas from the manifold at a
flow rate determined by the external control valve settings.	 There
are three dewar heat exchangers which cool the three dewar radiation
shields.	 The heat exchanges	 consist of rectangular aluminum manifolds
` welded to aluminum tubs (see figure 3).	 Figure 3 shows the three
tubs with the heat exchangers welded to the top of the tubs.	 The
tubs are belted to concentric aluminum cylinders which are welded to
the dewar radiation shields surrounding the liquid storage container.
Figure 4 shows the three concentric cylinders which are visible at
the dewar top flange.	 The dewar guard vacuum is separated from the
transfer assembly vacuum by the fibergla4;s neck tube. 	 The fiber-
glass neck tube serves also to support the liquid container, the
radiation shields and thetubes supporting the heat exchanges.
The first dewar heat exchanger is a 0.95 by 3.3 by 86cm a.";uminum
volume fed by 1/2" line having a transition to 1/2" stainless line
for thermal isolation. 	 The first heat exchanger is connected to the
second heat exchanger through a 1/2"-stainless steel line with
transition to aluminum at each heat exchanger. 	 A vacuum tight di-
(y connect allows for the assembly or disassembly of the heat exchanger
^M interconnects.	 The second and third heat exchange are of similiar
design to the first. 	 The second heat exchange has an internal flow
passage of 0.95 by 7.3 by 108cm length.	 The third heat exchanger
has an internal flow passage of .95 by 9.8 by 128cm length.	 The
design of the heat exchangers is based on a requirement to provide
for efficient heat exchange while also having low pressure drop.
The low pressure drop through the heat exchangers is necessary to
provide efficient.pump^ng during filling and top-off operations.
For the range of flow rates through the heat exchanger systems, the
flow is fully developed laminar with a constant Nusselt number, Nu,
of near four.
	 That is
hkhQNu=	 ~4
F-4
where h is the film coefficient D  is the hydralic diameter of the
irectangular flow passage and k s the thermal conductivity of the
gas. Under the conditions of fully developed laminar flow, the
pressure drop is reduced to extremely low values as indicated by the
following equation for pressure drop per unit length of that ex-
changer
dp . 32mu
dx	 PDhA
where m is the flow rate, p is the viscosity, p is the density, and
A is the cross-section area of the flow channel. The equations
reveals the importance of increasing the area to reduce the pressure
drop while maintaining the heat transfer at a high level.
5
Transfer Assembly P erformance
The assembled and flight ready transfer assembly is shown
pictured in figure 5. The view seen in figure 5 shows the top of
the TA with the three cold valve control. stems visible. The external
fill and vent valves can also be seen in figure 5. Performance
testing has shown that all objectives have been reached by the design.
Figure 6 shows temperature and flow data recorded during thermal
performance testing. All the various TA modules performed as ex-
pected. The heat exchanger temperatures are found to have long'
time scale (days) damped oscillations to steady state. The heat
exchange/shield systems have high heat capacity with low thermal
conduction between the shields. Cold gas delivery to the cryostat
has been shoom to be adjustable from zero to 40 mg/sec at a delivery
temperature of at least 2K 2 . In summary, the TA appears to meet all
specifications and should function as expected during the Space Lab
2 mission now scheduled for March 1985.
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THE INFRARED TELESCOPE ON SPACELAB 2
J.H. Hendricks t , G.R. Karrt , E .W. Urban * and D.R. Ladner*
^ â^ tThe University of Alabama in Huntsville; Huntsville, AL 35899 USA
*NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center; Huntsville, AL 35812 	 USA
I.	 Introduction
The Infrared Telescope ( IRT)	 for Spacelab 2 is now scheduled
r; to be flown in April, 1985. 	 The experiment has been integrated
l^ into the Spacelab 2 payload and has passed all cryogenics testing.
This paper briefly describes the experiment concept, the theory
of operation, the performance during ground operations as compared
to theory, and finally we discuss the pre-launch servicing that
is planned.
II. Experiment Concept
The concept for cooling the IRT is unique in that the liquid
helium cryogen is contained separately from the telescope.
	
The
liquid helium is maintained in a superfluid state and only the
cold vapor is supplied to the telescope detector block. 	 This
+. concept allowed for the telescope to scan relative to the shuttle
while the large volume of liquid helium can remain fixed relative
to the shuttle.
	
The concept allows for considerable isolation of
the detector block from any motions and pressure changes that may
fj occur in the liquid helium.	 The storage dewar and cryostat are
u shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. 	 The reader is referred to
references /1,2,3/ 	 which describe the two subsystems in greater
detail.
In order to reduce costs and to make delivery schedules, the
dewar and cryostat were designed to be developed separately and
(} the basic units were purchased commercially and contained no
Li moving parts or active elements. 	 All the plumbing complexity
is built into the upper section of the dewar subsystem called
the transfer assembly.	 The transfer assembly (TA) contains the
following major components.
a.	 Porous plug for phase separation of helium.
b.	 Plumbing manifold for control of helium vapor flow.
C.	 Heat exchangers attached to radiation shields of
the dewar.
d.	 Three cold valves and two warm valves for filling,
venting and top-off servicing of the dewar.
e.	 Instrumentation for monitoring temperatures at six
locations and measuring the depth of liquid helium
in the dewar.
f.	 Rotating vacuum-tight seals to allow rotation of the
cryostat relative to the dewar and to provide for
manual operation of cold valves.
g.	 Two burst disks to provide independent burst paths
and designed to operate at helium temperatures.
® h.	 Activated charcoal absorber.
G-1
IThe above major components were all designed to be assembled as
separate components which could be easily exchanged should some
component fail.	 The modular dosirin concapt has proven to be an
advantage in that some units have had to be replaced for various
reasons during the build-up of the experiment. 	 All the major
components are connected via high vacuum seals proven to be leak-
i
tight at helium temperatures.
III.	 Theo ry and Simulation of Operation
I	 •+ The thermal performance of the entire IRT system was first
simulated in order to guide the design and development of the
experiment.	 A computer program was constructed based on an energy
balance at various stations in the system. 	 Each of the system heat
exchangers were required to satisfy a heat balance equation givenA	
4
by
fitkop(Tn Tn-1 )	=	 Ci,n	 (T i-Tn )	 +	 Ri n	 (Ti-Tn)	 (1)i	 i
^z
1€ where fink represents either the dewar flow (ml) or the cryostat flow
(fit2), c	 is the specific heat of the helium gas, Ci^n represents
the conpduction heat transfer coefficient between the heat station
I
j
4 at Ti and the heat station at Tn, and Ri n represents the radiative
heat transfer coefficient between the it 	and the nth heat station.
The primary conduction and .radiation paths for each heat exchanger
is between those heat stations directly above and below in tempera-
ture.	 Notable exceptions to this pattern is the radiation onto
the lower telescope tube during times that the vacuum cover is
closed and certain support straps that have conduction paths through
neighboring heat shields. 	 The total mass flow rate (fit=m1+t02) is
governed by the heat balance for the dewar liquid vessel given by
_
T+	 Rl'i	 (Ti-T 4 )	 (2)fnL =	 Cl'i
	
(Ti
where L is the latent heat of vaporization of liquid helium at
temperature Ti. 	 A set of equations can then be developed for the
dewar system given by Equation 2 for the inner vessel and three
equations of the type given in Equation 1 to represent the heat
balance of the three heat exchangers. 	 Equation 1 applied to the
dewar will have ml =sfit where s represents the fraction of total
helium boil off sent to the dewar heat exchangers. 	 Assuming that
the outer case temperature is given and the liquid helium tempera-
ture Tl is given, we obtain, for the dewar, a set of four equations
in four unknowns of the form
Ri (it,	 T21	 T 3 ,	 T 4 )	 =	 0,	 i = 1,4	 (3)
where T2, T3 , and Tg are the unknown temperature of the three dewar
heat exchangers.
i, 1,
The cryostat will receive a mass flow of >h2=(1-s)m where fii is
determined from the solution to Equation 3. Thus, the cryostat
has a set of type 1 equations representing the heat balance of
the four heat exchangers given by
Ri (T6 , T7 , T 8 , T9 ) = 0 ,	 i = 5,6,7,8	 (^
G-2
0
The dewar and cryostat sets of equations can be solved separately
and in a similar fashion. The equations are found to be algebraic
and non-linear which requires that an iterative technique ',)a used
for numerical solution. A Newton -Raphson method was chos%^w in
which the residuals given in Equations 3 and 4 are differentiated
with respect to the given unknowns to form, for each Ri, the fol-
lowing equation
DR.	 DR.
^(6Y 1) + ^(6Y 2 ) .....
	
-Ri 	(5)
1	 2
It	 where Yi represents the unknowns. This set of equations is solved
for the c erections, 6Yi, to be used to provide a new value of Yi
f
_	 at the nt^ iteration, given by,
!.	
Yin) a Yin-1) + (6y (n)(6)
The above procedure was found to converge rapidly.
IV. Pre-Launch Performance
The dewar and cryostats were tested separately, and as a system
during a one year period. Figure 3 summarizes the performance and
r '	 also shows the comparison with the simulation discussed above. In
general, the performance is much as predicted. The total heat leak
into the system is only a little higher than predicted and no effort
has been made to identify the source. A more cou ,plete discussion
of the performance of the system during the various thermal per-
r	
formance experiments is described in a previous paper.
it	 V.	 Pre-Launch Ground Operations111
	
The pre- launch operations required for the IRT are summarized
y	 if Figure 4. The figure shows a nominal March 29 launch and ap-
proximately two months of preparation.
y^	 The preparation begins with a long duration pumping of the
guard vacuums for both the cryostat /TA vacuum and the separate
dewar vacuum. The vacuum guards are pumped through 3 inch pumping
ports. The first filling of the dewar is designed to cool and
stabilize the system during the period between the beginning of
loading of the Space4
'
3b 2 (SL2) payload into the shuttle and the
beginning of operations in the vertical assembly building (VAB).
At the beginning of the VAB operation, the IRT is topped -off with
enough liquid helium to last during the entire period of VAS and
pad operations. The dewar is lying with its longitudinal axis
horizontal. This horizontal mode of filling and venting had not
been planned during the early phases of the IRT development and
required that the curved vent tube shown in Figure 1 be added.
Two days prior to launch, when the shuttle is in the launch
pad, the dewar is pumped -on to convert the helium to superfluid.
The dewar is then topped-off with liquid using low pressure top-
off techniques. After the low pressure top-off, the liquid is
again converted to superfluid, in preparation for launch.
G-3
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I
During orbital operations, the helium flow rate is expected
to be less than 30 mg/s which will give adequate lifetime operation
of the telescope throughout the nominal seven day mission.
	 The
helium €low rates through the dewar and cryostat will be monitored
and controlled from the ground throughout the mission.R
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